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Chapter 1
Introduction
“In any discussion of social equity and justice, illness and health must figure as
a major concern. [...] First, health is among the most important conditions of
human life and a critically significant constituent of human capabilities which we
have reason to value. Any conception of social justice that accepts the need for a
fair distribution as well as efficient formation of human capabilities cannot ignore
the role of health in human life and the opportunities that persons, respectively,
have to achieve good health - free from escapable illness, avoidable afflictions
and premature mortality.” Amartya Sen1
The relevance of equity in health for a fair and equitable development of human resources
and societies, respectively, has been well explained by Sen (2002). Individual incomes, social
arrangements, genetic propensities, working conditions and the epidemiological environments
are among the factors which may contribute to health achievements or failures. In his article,
Sen (2002) points out that discussions on equity in health should by no means be restricted to
the question how health care is distributed. Although Sen stresses that health inequity is not
equivalent to health inequality and that concentrating on the latter is not sufficient to assess
1Amartya Sen: Why Health Equity? Keynote Address to the Third Conference of the International Health
Economics Association; York, 23 July 2001 (published in Health Economics as Sen, 2002)
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the former, he still agrees that inequalities in health are a matter of interest of its own. “It
(health inequality) does have interest of its own, and it certainly is a very important part of
our understanding of health equity, which is a broader notion” (Sen, 2002, p. 662). Needless
to say that equity should be considered as a concept which is probably neither objective nor
directly measurable, but rather a social and political consensus to be found. The present thesis
tries to contribute to this process by extending the empirical basis. More precisely, it is focused
on the introduction and application of a new econometric approach to measure variations in
health inequalities.
The concentration index is an adaptive tool for the measurement of income-related inequal-
ities which offers some advantages over techniques such as, say, comparisons of prevalences
in income quintiles or other population subgroups. In order to explain the causes of health
sector inequalities, Wagstaff et al. (2003) propose the decomposition of the concentration in-
dex to measure the contribution of demographic and socioeconomic characteristics to total
health inequality. Using the marginal effects of these variables on the health outcome, they
compute the respective elasticities and rewrite the concentration index of the health variable as
the sum of the concentration indices of the explanatory variables weighted by their respective
elasticities. From this decomposition approach, one may infer how health inequality would
change if, say, no demographic effects were present.2 Jones and López Nicolás (2006) further
separate the contribution of response heterogeneity from the unexplained (residual) part in the
decomposition formula derived by Wagstaff et al. (2003). They point out that response het-
erogeneity in the elasticities may change the composition of health gradients considerably.3
During a research project on health and health care utilization inequalities in Germany (Lün-
gen et al., 2009), however, a major shortcoming of both decomposition approaches became
evident: They do not allow comparisons of inequalities across age groups. When trying to
gain a better understanding of the origins of health inequalities in Germany, the question in
2Note that this method has extensively been applied in Lüngen et al. (2009).
3More precisely, Jones and López Nicolás (2006) analyze heterogeneity in terms of age and sex.
2
which age groups inequalities could actually be observed came up repeatedly. At the time the
research described in Lüngen et al. (2009) was finished, there seemed to be no suitable method
to measure age-specific income-related health inequalities.
This lack of suitable methods to describe variations in health inequalities is the point of
departure for the present thesis. Chapter 2 presents a new econometric approach to measure
variations in inequalities with respect to some other continuous or discrete explanatory vari-
able. The proposed model combines the well-established concentration index with the smooth
coefficient model introduced by Li et al. (2002) to a semiparametric inequality index. The
chapter introduces the model and presents a feasible estimator which is applied to data on self-
assessed health from the 2005 and 2009 surveys of the German microcensus. It is found that
the extent of health inequalities varies considerably between age groups. While no inequal-
ities to the detriment of the poor are observed among children and the elderly, considerable
health disadvantages are found among the economically deprived particularly in later mid-life.
The method is compared with the results obtained when estimating concentration indices for
five year interval age groups. The estimator’s behavior in smaller samples is assessed through
drawing subsamples from the data. The results suggest that the index works well for normal
and large sized samples with more than thirty to forty thousand observations.
One may argue that the health variable in chapter 2 is rather general and subjective. Chapter
3 uses data on specific diseases drawn from the TNS Health Care Access Panel. Using the
methods introduced in chapter 2, age-specific variations of income inequalities and income-
related health inequalities in obesity, hypertension and diabetes are addressed. The results
show that the social gradients concerning the prevalence of the diseases under consideration
vary considerably with age in the female sample. Interestingly, only marginal variations are
found in the male sample. Similar to chapter 2, the strongest inequalities to the detriment of
the economically deprived are found in later mid-life.
While chapters 2 and 3 illustrate health outcomes, chapter 4 addresses smoking as an addic-
3
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tive behavior being a major threat to one’s health. Sen (2002) stresses the distinction between
a free decision not to care for one’s health and failure to achieve good health because of inade-
quate social arrangements and lacking resources. He points out that “indeed even smoking and
other addictive behaviour can also be seen in terms of a generated ‘unfreedom’ to conquer
the habit” Sen (2002, p. 660). The method from chapter 2 is applied to data from the 2005
and 2009 surveys of the German microcensus. Chapter 4 addresses the prevalence of current
and ever-smoking as well as smoking cessation. The result suggest that men are, on average,
more likely to be current smokers and ever-smokers than women. Current and ever-smoking
are both concentrated in worse-off households in younger birth cohorts. Smoking cessation
is concentrated among the better-off in all age groups. The results from the 2005 and 2009
samples are quite similar. This may be seen as a hint that the microcensus data on smoking
are fairly reliable.4
Although age-specific variations in health inequalities have been in the main focus in chap-
ters 2, 3 and 4, the varying inequality index is by no means restricted to age. The factor by
which inequalities are allowed to vary may be replaced by any meaningful variable. As an ex-
ample, the Index of Multiple Deprivation used by Maier et al. (2011) is employed in chapter 5
as both, the socioeconomic status variable and in place of age. The present thesis goes beyond
a pure application of the German Index of Multiple Deprivation and uses the within-domain
rankings to propose an empirically driven weighting scheme based on factor analysis. Com-
paring the theory driven and the empirically driven approaches, it is found that the weighting
scheme derived from factor analysis puts considerably more emphasis on income and unem-
ployment rates than the index derived from the literature. Both deprivation indices are highly
correlated and produce similar rankings, though. As in chapter 3, data on obesity, hyperten-
sion, diabetes, income, age and sex are drawn from the TNS Health Care Access Panel. The
4Note that no household should have participated in both surveys as they are only included in four subsequent
waves and are removed then. Hence, the last households included in 2005 were removed in 2008 and the
samples are non-overlapping. The comment that the microcensus data are fairly reliable is motivated by the
fact that the two non-overlapping samples produce almost equivalent results.
4
results for age-specific community deprivation-related health inequalities are similar to those
found for age-specific income-related inequalities. The results for the deprivation-specific
variations of income-related health inequalities, however, yield no significant variations. It is
found in chapter 5 that the results obtained when using the theory driven and the empirically
driven deprivation indices look rather similar. When measured for communes with similar
deprivation status, income-related health inequalities are less marked than the overall-sample
income-related inequalities. They do, however, not vary with the community deprivation rank.
In summary, this thesis presents evidence that income-related inequalities to the detriment of
the economically deprived households exist in Germany. While this holds for health status in
almost all age groups, smoking only concentrates among the worse-off households in younger
cohorts. Considering the results for ever-smoking as a cohort effect, the results suggest that
smoking indeed changed from a pro-rich towards a pro-poor habit over the twentieth century.
While individual income and community deprivation are similarly associated to individual
health, income-related health inequalities do not vary with community deprivation.
5

Chapter 2
Semiparametric modeling of age-specific
variations in income-related health
inequalities1
2.1 Introduction
The existence of socioeconomic gradients in the distribution of health to the detriment of the
deprived is firmly established among health economists (Balia and Jones, 2008; Erreygers,
2009; Humphries and van Doorslaer, 2000; van Doorslaer et al., 1997; van Doorslaer and
Koolman, 2004; van Doorslaer et al., 2004; Jones and López Nicolás, 2006; Wagstaff et al.,
1991; Wagstaff and van Doorslaer, 2000; Wagstaff et al., 2003). Little is known, however,
about the mechanisms through which different socioeconomic factors affect health status and
its distribution over the life course (van Kippersluis et al., 2009, 2010). Adding the life course
perspective supports, for instance, the notion that labor force participation contributes sub-
stantially to the socioeconomic gradient in health in the U.S. (Case and Deaton, 2005), Great
1This chapter is based on a manuscript co-authored by Karl Mosler.
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Britain (Banks et al., 2007) and the Netherlands (van Kippersluis et al., 2010).
The literature has long been divided into two competing hypotheses explaining why dispar-
ities in health may differ over the life course: the disadvantage accumulation hypothesis and
the age as leveler hypothesis (Dupre, 2007). Both hypotheses agree that low socioeconomic
status and lacking resources are associated with less healthy lifestyles, higher health risks,
a faster decline of health status and higher mortality rates. The disadvantage accumulation
hypothesis argues that social gradients in health develop in early life and become stronger
as socioeconomic and health disadvantages accumulate over the entire life course (Kim and
Durden, 2007; van Kippersluis et al., 2010; Lynch, 2003; Mirowsky and Ross, 2005; Prus,
2004; Ross and Wu, 1996; Willson et al., 2007). The age as leveler hypothesis adds the as-
sumption that the decline of health is an unavoidable part of aging. Followers of the age as
leveler hypothesis argue that health inequalities evolving from socioeconomic disadvantages
increase up to some point in midlife but are then outperformed by the decline in health status
due to aging and to some extent attenuated by a relief through retirement (Case and Deaton,
2005; Deaton and Paxson, 1998; Elo and Preston, 1996; Kim and Miech, 2009; van Kipper-
sluis et al., 2010; Kunst and Mackenbach, 1994). The two hypotheses have long been treated
as competing. However, van Kippersluis et al. (2010) argue that evidence found for the age as
leveler hypothesis is also consistent with the disadvantage accumulation hypothesis. Some au-
thors stress that leveling may be an artificial result due to mortality selection, though Beckett
(2000) points out that this needs not necessarily be true for self-reported health.
A common approach to measure health inequalities is the concentration index. Although
it requires some ranking, say, by income, its computation does not require predefined socio-
economic groups. Using data from eleven European countries, van Kippersluis et al. (2009)
define age cohorts and compute batteries of concentration indices for each country. Since the
bounds of the concentration index depend on minimum, maximum and mean of the respec-
tive variable, they correct their indices following Erreygers (2009) to assure comparability
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between age groups and countries. Their graphical comparisons support the accumulation
hypothesis for most countries, however, their results favor the age as leveler hypothesis for
France, Germany and the U.K.
This chapter introduces a varying inequality index for dichotomous health variables which
does not require a priori sample stratification. As in van Kippersluis et al. (2009), the objective
of this chapter is to describe the differences in income-related health inequalities across age
cohorts. One may consider estimating a nonparametric smoother through age-specific con-
centration indices as an alternative, however, this approach would reduce the reliability of the
results considerably. The number of observations in predefined age groups of, say, five year
intervals may be rather small resulting in high uncertainty particularly among the oldest age
groups. Further, the estimates for ages close to the upper (lower) cohort limits would only be
subject to the younger (older) individuals within the same cohort and hence likely be biased.
Smoothing over such results in a second step would then add its own uncertainty and lead to
fairly imprecise results. Based on the varying coefficient model (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993;
Li et al., 2002), a semiparametric extension of the convenient regression approach (Kakwani
et al., 1997) is proposed here. Using kernel smoothing techniques and a locally chosen band-
width allows to estimate the functional relationship between the concentration index and age.
The varying index is adjusted using Wagstaff’s (2005) correction formula for binary variables
with local estimates of the mean.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 The concentration index
In their paper, Wagstaff et al. (1991) introduce the concept of concentration curves and in-
dices to the field of health inequality analyses. The concentration index C stems from the
concentration curve where the cumulative share of some health variable y is plotted against
9
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the cumulative share of the population ranked by socioeconomic position (Wagstaff et al.,
1991). It measures twice the area between the concentration curve and the line of equality.
C is bound in the (−1;1) interval and becomes positive (negative), if the variable of interest
concentrates among the rich (poor). C is zero if no income-related inequality is observed.
Using the covariance approach in Lerman and Yitzhaki (1989), Kakwani et al. (1997)
present the regression formula for the concentration index
2σ2r
µ
y = β0 +β1r+ ε, (2.1)
where µ is the mean of the health variable and r is the fractional rank with variance σ2r . Equa-
tion (2.1) can be estimated using linear regression models to obtain the concentration index as
C = β1.
2.2.2 Varying coefficient models
In the framework of varying coefficient models, Li et al. (2002) propose a semiparametric
smooth coefficient model based on locally weighted least squares regression. With X denot-
ing the regressor matrix and y the dependent variable, the elements of the coefficient vector
(β0, ...,βQ) are modeled as smooth functions of another regressor z which varies in some
Z ⊂ R:
y = β0(z)+
Q
∑
q=1
βq(z)xq+ ε. (2.2)
This model can be estimated using nonparametric smoothing techniques (see Li et al., 2002;
Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993) from
β(z) = (E(X ′X | z))−1 E(X ′y | z), (2.3)
10
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where X = (1 x1 . . .xQ). Li et al. (2002) have shown that, for increasing numbers of observa-
tions n, the estimator ˆβ(z) obtained from (2.3) asymptotically follows a normal distribution,
i.e.
√
nhz
(
ˆβ(z)−β(z)
)
∼ N(0,Ω(z)); see section 2.2.5 for the estimation of the covariance
matrix.
2.2.3 A semiparametric inequality index
Combining the weighted regression approach from equation (2.1) with the varying coefficient
model (2.2), the proposal for a semiparametric convenient regression formula is
2 σ
2
r (z)
µ(z)
y = β0(z)+β1(z)r(z)+ ε, (2.4)
such that C(z) = β1(z), z ∈ Z. Note that the concentration index is a bivariate extension of
the Gini index; if y is the social status variable, equation (2.4) works as a semiparametric Gini
index. The local mean µ(z) can be estimated nonparametrically. The weighted fractional rank
r(z) has to be written as a function of z. Intuitively, when estimating a varying concentration
index, one will be interested in the observable inequality given z. Hence, taking into account
all subjects in the sample for computing r regardless of their individual values of z would be
misleading. Technically, the condition that the sum of the sample weights has to equal 1 and
the mean and variance of the weighted fractional rank have to be 0.5 and 1/12, respectively,
must hold (Lerman and Yitzhaki, 1989). This can only be fulfilled if the weighted fractional
rank is computed using only those individuals included in the local regression and incorporat-
ing the kernel weights khz(ui):
ri(z) =
i
∑
j=1
w j(z)khz(u j)−
wi(z)khz(ui)
2
. (2.5)
The vector of sample weights w(z) must be rescaled such that ∑ni=1 wi (z) khz(ui) = 1 for each
z ∈ Z. Note that the mean and variance of r(z) are then (asymptotically) sample independent
11
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and do not vary with z.
For binary variables, the bounds of the concentration index depend inversely on the vari-
able’s mean, |C| ≤ 1−µ (see Wagstaff, 2005, 2011; Erreygers, 2009). For an intuitive explana-
tion, first assume a constant equal to 1. With no difference between individuals, concentration
among rich or poor is impossible; the concentration index equals zero. Now consider, say, 10
percent ones and 90 percent zeros. Ordering the variable by itself, one would obtain a Gini in-
dex of 0.9; the largest possible concentration. Analogously, the maximum possible inequality
for a binary variable with 90 percent ones and 10 percent zeros would equal 0.1 (see Wagstaff,
2011, for a graphical illustration). Comparisons of concentration indices of binary variables
with rather different means may thus be misleading.
There is an ongoing discussion on possible correction methods for concentration indices of
limited variables (Erreygers, 2009; Wagstaff, 2005, 2011) with a dissent between the authors
on how a corrected index should react to changes of the mean. Considering the above example,
Erreygers (2009) would argue that an increase from 10 to 20 percent implies a decrease in
inequality as now the second richest (poorest) decile is also affected. The argument in Wagstaff
(2005, 2011) is that, as still only the richest (poorest) are affected, the new situation still
corresponds with the maximum possible inequality. A reaction of the index to pure prevalence
changes would not be desirable here as the motivation of this chapter is to compare inequalities
across age groups and sexes. The proposal is to adapt the formula in Wagstaff (2005, 2011) as
a pointwise correction of the semiparametric concentration index using the local mean µ(z) of
y:
W (z) =
C(z)
1−µ(z) . (2.6)
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2.2.4 Estimation
Applying a consistent Nadaraya-Watson estimator, sample weights are taken into account and
ˆC(z) = ˆβ1(z),z ∈ Z, is obtained by computing
ˆβ(z) =
[
n
∑
i=1
khz(ui)wi(z) X ′i Xi
]−1[
n
∑
i=1
khz(ui)wi(z) X ′i y˜i
]
. (2.7)
Note that y˜i =
(
2σ2r (z)/µ(z)
)
yi and Xi = (1 ri(z)) depend on z as the local mean and the local
fractional rank from equation (2.5) are involved (for simplicity, Xi is written in place of Xi(z)
here). The kernel weights are khz (ui) =Khz (ui)
[
∑nj=1 Khz
(
u j
)]−1
with ui = zi−z. The quartic
kernel K(ui) = (15/16)
(
1−u2i
)2
I|ui|<1 with
∥∥K22∥∥ = ´ ∞−∞ K2(u)du = 5/7 is used, where IA
is an indicator function of restriction A. The bandwidth hz is included such that Khz(·) =
(hz)−1 K (·/hz). The quartic kernel assigns higher weights to observations closer to z (smaller
ui), lower weights for observations further away from z (larger ui) and zero weights if an
observation is outside the bandwidth.2 Although the estimator is asymptotically unbiased
(Li et al., 2002), any nonparametric regression in finite samples suffers to some extent from
a tradeoff between bias and variability: decreasing the bandwidth parameter decreases the
bias but at the cost of increasing uncertainty; and vice versa (see also Bilger, 2008, for a
discussion). This problem is addressed here by choosing the bandwidth inversely to the local
data density as hz = 1.06 σˆz n−0.2 ˆf−0.3z , where ˆfz is the estimated kernel density at a particular
value of z and σˆz is the standard deviation of z obtained from the sample. Fan and Gijbels
(1992) have shown that adaptive local smoothers generally yield good results and, in addition,
avoid the well-known boundary effect.
To obtain confidence intervals for the semiparametric concentration index, its standard er-
ror needs to be estimated. Kakwani et al. (1997), Wildman (2003) and O’Donnell et al.
(2008) argue that it is not sufficient to estimate the standard error of β1(z) from equation
2For Khz(ui), restriction A is |ui|< hz making the indicator function 1 if |ui|< hz and 0 otherwise.
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(2.1) because of the sample variability of µ(z). One may estimate β∗0(z) and β∗1(z) from
y = β∗0(z)+ β∗1(z)r(z)+ ε∗ and consider the concentration index as a nonlinear combination
of the two coefficients with β∗0(z)+ 0.5β∗1(z) in place of µ(z). The variance can be approx-
imated using the δ method (Rao, 1965) on C(z) ≈ 2σ2r (z)
[β∗0(z)+0.5β∗1(z)]−1 β∗1(z) for the
semiparametric concentration index.3 The variance of the varying Wagstaff index W (z) can
be estimated analogously.4 Further, it has been argued that the covariance matrix from a sim-
ple OLS regression is not wholly accurate because the error term ε∗ may be autocorrelated and
heteroscedastic (Kakwani et al., 1997). This chapter follows Wildman (2003) who proposes
using the order of the rank variable in place of time to compute pointwise heteroscedasticity
and autocorrelation consistent Newey-West covariance matrices (see section 2.2.5 for details).
2.2.5 Variance estimation
According to Li et al. (2002), the covariance matrix Ω(z) in the semiparametric varying coef-
ficient model is
Ω(z) =
[ fz E (X ′X | z)]−1 Φ(z) [ fz E (X ′X | z)]−1 (2.8)
3This yields
σ2C(z)≈ 4σ4r (z)
β20(z)σ11(z)+β21(z)σ22(z)− 2β1(z)β0(z)σ12(z)
(β0(z)+ 0.5β1(z))4
for the variance σ2C(z) of C(z), where the σi j(z) are the i jth elements of the covariance matrix Ω(z) of β(z).
4Equation (2.6) for W (z) can be written as
W (z) =
C(z)
1− µ(z) ≡
2σ2r (z)
(β0(z)+ 0.5β1(z))(1−β0(z)− 0.5β1(z))β1(z).
One may then estimate the variance σ2W (z) of W (z) as
σ2W (z) ≈
1
36
(β0(z)+ 12 β1(z))4 (1−β0(z)− 12 β1(z))4
×
[
β20(z)σ22(z)
(
(1−β0(z))2− 12β0(z)β
2
1(z)
)
+β21(z)σ11(z)
(
1− 4(1−β1(z))β0(z)− 2β1(z)+ 4β20(z)+β21(z)
)
+σ12(z)β0(z)β1(z)(−2+ 6β0(z)− 4β20(z)+β21(z)+ 2β1(z)− 2β0(z)β1(z))
+
1
16β
3
1(z)(8β1(z)σ12(z)+β1(z)σ22(z)− 8σ12(z))+ 12σ22(z)β0(z)β
2
1(z)
]
.
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with Φ(z)= fz E
(
X ′X σ2ε(z) | X ,z
)∥∥K22∥∥ and σ2ε(z)=E(ε2i |X ,z). To estimate a heteroscedas-
ticity and autocorrelation consistent covariance matrix ˆΩhac(z), Φ(z) must be adapted accord-
ingly. Following the proposal by White (1980), Φ(z) is computed as
ˆΦhac(z) = fz
(
Ψ0(z)+
m
∑
j=1
ω j,mΨ j(z)
)∥∥K22∥∥ . (2.9)
with
Ψ j(z) =
n
∑
i= j+1
khz(ui)wi(z) εiεi− j
(
xix
′
i− j + xi− jx
′
i
) (2.10)
and Ψ0 = ∑ni=1 khz(ui)wi(z)ε2i x′ixi. Bartlett weights ω j,m = 1− j/(m+1) are applied to assure a
positive semi-definite covariance matrix (Newey and West, 1987), E(X ′X |z) and the kernel
density are computed as above.
2.3 Data and variables
Data for the empirical application were drawn from the 2005 survey of the German microcen-
sus provided by the Research Data Centers of the Federal Statistical Office and the Statistical
Offices of the Federal States (Forschungsdatenzentren der Statistischen Ämter des Bundes
und der Länder). The microcensus is Europe’s largest annual country-wide survey with one
percent of the German households (approximately 820,000 individuals) being interviewed.
Households are included in four consecutive surveys and 25 percent of the households are
replaced each year. In 2005, the vast majority of interviews was conducted by trained staff as
face to face interviews. Answers were recorded directly into the data collection software. The
rate of self-fillers was approximately twelve percent. The microcensus comprises an annu-
ally surveyed socioeconomic module for which response is mandatory. A health related part
for which responding was voluntary was included in 2005. Due to sample size and manda-
tory response, the German microcensus can be seen as one of the most representative samples
15
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available (see FSO, 2006 or Reeske et al., 2009).
The scientific use file (SUF) available for non-profit research organizations is used for the
empirical illustration. The SUF comprises a randomly drawn subsample of approximately 70
percent (n= 477,239) of the German microcensus. Inverse probability weights accounting for
the regional, age and sex specific composition of the sample are provided by the Federal Sta-
tistical Office (see Lechert and Schimpl-Neimanns, 2007, for a technical report). Removing
92,458 individuals from the sample owing to missing information leaves n = 384,781 obser-
vations (198,877 female and 185,904 male) for the empirical analysis. The inverse probability
weights were adjusted accordingly.
The health outcome variable is a subjective measure of health, i.e. whether an individual
experienced illness including chronic diseases during the preceding four weeks. Although
positive responses may include (common) acute diseases such as colds or light flues, one may
assume that these affect all socioeconomic groups. The health outcome is measured via the
question “have you been ill (including chronic diseases) or injured by an accident during the
last four weeks” with possible answers “yes, ill”, “yes, injured”, “no” or “no statement”. The
analysis is restricted to having been ill and a binary variable with outcome 1 for “yes, ill” is
generated. The options “no” and “yes, injured” were both treated as “not ill” and hence coded
as 0. Assuming that only those who actually felt affected would consider themselves as ill,
this measure of health has the advantage that it only includes diseases if they were relevant to
the respective individual.
Household income is used to assess an individual’s relative socioeconomic position (note
that this is not restricted to a particular source of income in the data). One may consider this
as unsuitable for some countries particularly after retirement. However, Germany is an ex-
emption because its welfare policies can be seen as rather status preserving (Brockmann et al.,
2009). Approximately 90 percent of the German population are covered by the public pension
system where benefits after retirement depend on compulsory contributions subtracted from
16
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Figure 2.1: Descriptive figures (2005 sample)
Empirical density of age (left) and smoothed age-specific prevalence of sickness within the
preceding four weeks (right) for males (solid lines) and females (dashed lines).
the gross income (for a description of the German public pension system, see Boersch-Supan
and Wilke, 2004). Therefore, considerable changes of the relative socioeconomic position
within one’s age group after retirement seem unlikely and household income can be seen as
a suitable indicator for the socioeconomic position over the entire life course. The modified
OECD equivalence scale is used to compute net equivalent household income. Equivalence
weights are assigned as follows: 1 for the first adult, 0.5 for each additional person aged 14 or
older and 0.3 for children younger than 14 (see e.g. van Doorslaer et al., 2004; van Kippersluis
et al., 2009).
2.4 Results
2.4.1 Results from the 2005 sample
The left graph in figure 2.1 describes the kernel density estimate ˆfz of the nonparametric
smoothing regressor z (age). The graphs for the male and female samples imply that the largest
bandwidth parameter was used for subjects older than 80 for both sexes. The distribution of
17
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age groups corresponds with the population pyramid for Germany. Without adjusting for
mortality, birth cohorts younger than 40 (i.e. born after 1965) are smaller than those born
earlier. One may see this as evidence for an aging society (see e.g. von Weizsäcker, 1996).
The right graph in figure 2.1 presents the smoothed age-specific prevalence of illness within
the preceding four weeks. The graphs suggest that children younger than 10 have a higher
prevalence than individuals aged between 10 and 40 years. From 45 years onward, prevalence
increases almost linearly and stagnates for the elderly older than 80. While the prevalence is
somewhat lower for female children, the graph suggests that it is slightly higher among female
adolescents and adults until around 45 and for elder women over 80.
The upper and lower left graphs in figure 2.2 present the age-specific means of the net
equivalent household incomes for males and females, respectively. Considering that income
is assigned equally to each household member, the graphs suggest that households with chil-
dren have, on average, the lowest net equivalent household income. While the age-specific
mean income does not differ between sexes for children, adult men have, on average, higher
incomes. The sex difference appears to be highest for the oldest (over 75). Between the age of
20 and 60, one may say that the older an individual the higher is the expected net equivalent
household income. The bump around age 40 for in both graphs stems from the higher average
number of dependent children which increases the equivalence weights in the corresponding
households. The expected mean income peaks around 57, decreases with retirement (i.e. for
subjects aged between 57 and 70) and varies around 1,400 Euro for males and 1,200 Euro for
females older than 70.
The homogeneous (age-independent) Gini index is 0.282 with a standard error of 0.0033
for the female and 0.2915 with a standard error of 0.0036 for the male sample. The right hand
graphs in figure 2.2 present the corresponding age-specific Gini indices. The age-specific
index varies around 0.27 for children and adolescents in both samples. For males over 20, the
graph suggests an increasing income inequality which peaks at age 57 with a Gini of 0.32. In
18
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Figure 2.2: Age-specific income and Gini indices (2005 sample)
Age-specific mean (left) and Gini indices (right) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed
lines) of net equivalent household income for males (top) and females (bottom).
the female sample, income inequality is somewhat higher among adults (Gini of 0.28) than
among children. It increases between 50 and 60 and peaks at age 58 with a Gini of 0.3. With
the retirement age, the index drops back to approximately 0.25 for both sexes.
Computing the homogeneous concentration indices for the four weeks prevalence of illness
yields −0.0606 with a standard error of 0.0026 for the female and −0.0653 with a standard
error of 0.0028 for the male sample. The homogeneous Wagstaff indices are −0.0696 with a
standard error of 0.0074 for the female and −0.0738 with a standard error of 0.0079 for the
male sample. The negative and highly significant concentration and Wagstaff indices suggest
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Figure 2.3: Varying inequality index (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for males (top) and females (bottom); the step function represents concentration indices com-
puted for five year age groups.
a considerable concentration of illness among the poor.
The varying Wagstaff indices in figure 2.3 vary around the homogeneous estimates. The
graph for the male sample suggests a statistically insignificant concentration of illness among
the better-off for children younger than 14. Illness is significantly concentrated among males
in lower income households in the age groups between 19 and 26 as well as between 33 and
77. There is no significant concentration among elder males over 77. The graph for the female
sample suggests a significant concentration of illness among higher income households for
children younger than 5. As in the male sample, the index for females shifts from a concen-
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tration among the better-off towards a concentration among the worse-off in late childhood.
Significant concentration among females in lower income households is found for those be-
tween 17 and 25 as well as between 39 and 74. No significant concentration is found for the
elderly over 74. Considerable sex-specific differences in the curve shapes are only found for
the 20 to 40 years old. While there is some flattening for the male sample, inequality is lower
among females in this age group than around the 20 as well as the 40 to 70 years old.
Comparing the results of the varying and the homogeneous Wagstaff indices, it is observed
that the homogeneous index significantly underestimates the concentration of illness among
the lower income households for females between 44 and 65 and males between 44 and 67.
Conversely, the homogeneous indices would suggest a significant concentration of illness
among children in lower income households while the age-specific indices yield opposite or
insignificant results. The results from the index computed for five year age groups are some-
what similar to those from the varying index where data are dense. However, the five year
interval index exhibits several leaps and a considerably higher variability. Comparison of the
two graphs demonstrates the above mentioned bias close to the group limits.
2.4.2 Results from the 2009 sample5
The patterns of the kernel density estimates and the age-specific prevalences in figure 2.4
are similar to those in figure 2.1. It should be mentioned that the level of the kernel density
estimate differs somewhat and that the estimated prevalence rates are higher across all age
groups in the 2009 sample than in the 2005 sample for both sexes. The variations between age
groups, however, are similar in both figures.
Comparing the results for income in figure 2.5 with those in figure 2.2, it is found that the
age-specific mean net equivalent household income is higher in the 2009 sample than in the
2005 sample in all age groups and for both sexes. One may agree that this increase in incomes
5The 2009 microcensus is introduced in section 4.2.
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Figure 2.4: Descriptive figures (2009 sample)
Empirical density of age (left) and smoothed age-specific prevalence of sickness within the
preceding four weeks (right) for males (solid lines) and females (dashed lines).
likely reflects inflation rates and increases in wages. The age-specific estimates of income
inequalities in figure 2.5 do not differ noteworthy from those in figure 2.2. In summary, the
results for income and income inequality are fairly similar in the 2005 and 2009 samples.
As in the figures concerning density, prevalence, income and income inequality, the observed
age-specific income-related health inequality in figure 2.6 is fairly similar to that in figure 2.3.
One may agree that no considerable differences between both samples are evident here.
2.4.3 A note on smaller samples
As the varying inequality index introduced in this chapter has not been applied before, one may
be interested in its smaller sample behavior. The following figures present estimates for the
age-specific inequalities computed for random subsamples drawn from the underlying sample.
The results are compared with the concentration indices computed for five year intervals as
suggested by van Kippersluis et al. (2009).
Figure 2.7 presents the estimates from a 50 percent subsample (92,780 males and 99,611
female). The results are similar to those in figure 2.3 and demonstrate that randomly halving
the sample does not change the results considerably. The results for the 25 percent (46,493
22
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Figure 2.5: Age-specific income and Gini indices (2009 sample)
Age-specific mean (left) and Gini indices (right) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed
lines) of net equivalent household income for males (top) and females (bottom).
males and 49,702 females) subsample in figures 2.8 also do not differ considerably from the
full sample results in figure 2.3. When further reducing the sample size, the curves become
flatter and variations across age groups seem less pronounced. This can be observed in the
10 percent subsample (18,523 males and 19,955 females) in figure 2.9 and the 5 percent
subsample (9,252 males and 9,987 females) in figure 2.10. This flattening may to some extent
be caused by a selection bias despite the random sampling from the full sample, however, the
decreasing n may also have increased the degree of smoothing. It is further observed that the
confidence intervals widen with decreasing sample size n.
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Figure 2.6: Varying inequality index (2009 sample)
Age-specific inequality (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines) for
males (top) and females (bottom).
2.4.4 A note on nonresponses
As responding to the health module was voluntary, one may be interested in the distribution of
nonresponses. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 demonstrate the age-specific income-related gradient of
nonresponses to the health module in the 2005 and the 2009 samples, respectively. It is found
that the patterns of inequalities in nonresponses are fairly similar in both samples. However,
the concentration of nonresponse among the worse-off is somewhat more pronounced and
considerably more significant in the 2009 sample. Under the assumption that the econom-
ically deprived are more affected by illness than the better-off, the observed concentration
of nonresponses among the worse-off may lead to some underestimation of the age-specific
income-related concentration of illness among them.
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Figure 2.7: 50 percent subsample (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (smooth solid line) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed line) and five year interval Wagstaff indices (step function); 50 percent subsample
with 92,780 males (top) and 99,611 female (bottom) of the 2005 microcensus.
2.5 Discussion
In this chapter, the notion of concentration indices (Erreygers, 2009; Kakwani et al., 1997; van
Kippersluis et al., 2009; Wagstaff et al., 1991; Wagstaff, 2005) is combined with semipara-
metric regression techniques (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993; Li et al., 2002) to a semiparametric
inequality index with some convenient properties. Using the varying bandwidth inverse to
local density, the index adapts itself to the data without a priori stratification into age or in-
come groups. This method allows an age-specific computation of the inequality index with
a sufficiently large number of observations guaranteed even where observations are scarce.
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Figure 2.8: 25 percent subsample (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (smooth solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) and five year interval Wagstaff indices (step functions); 25 percent subsample
with 46,493 males (top) and 49,702 female (bottom) of the 2005 microcensus.
The quotient obtained through the local correction based on Wagstaff’s (2005) formula allows
comparisons of the extent of inequality throughout the support of the smoothing regressor.
Considering the results for smaller subsamples, the overall impression is that the index per-
forms well for samples larger than 40,000 to 50,000 observations. Where samples become
considerably smaller (i.e. < 20,000), however, it seems that the varying inequality index
should be applied with caution.
Using German microcensus data, the power of the semiparametric approach to describe
age-specific income and income-related inequalities is demonstrated. Prus (2004) argues that
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Figure 2.9: 10 percent subsample (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (smooth solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) five year interval Wagstaff indices (step functions); 10 percent subsample with
18,523 males (top) and 9,955 female (bottom) of the 2005 microcensus.
one would require panel data to test the accumulation hypothesis. Similar to e.g. van Kipper-
sluis et al. (2009), the aim of this chapter was to illustrate the variation of income and health
inequalities across age groups in Germany. As a main result, it is found that direction and
extent of the income-related inequality varies considerably with age. While children exhibit
pro rich inequality, strong inequalities to the detriment of the poor are observed for people
aged between 30 and 70. In line with van Kippersluis et al. (2009), the strongest inequality
is observed around the common age for retirement (note that the statutory age for retirement
in Germany is 65, however, most people retire between 58 and 64; see Wingerter, 2010). Ac-
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Figure 2.10: 5 percent subsample (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (smooth solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) and five year interval Wagstaff indices (step functions); 5 percent subsample
with 9,252 males (top) and 9,987 females (bottom) of the 2005 microcensus.
cording to Dupre (2007), the leveling found among the retired may be an artificial effect owing
to mortality selection as both decline of health and increase of mortality rates are faster among
the worse-off. However, Beckett (2000) has shown that this needs not necessarily be true for
self-reported health.
It seems unlikely that the observed leveling is solely an artificial effect evoked by mortality
selection. Mortality rates in 2005 did not exceed 2 percent before the age of 68 (74) and 5
percent before the age of 77 (81) in the male (female) sample (see Human Mortality Database,
2012).6 The results for those older than 80 should be treated with caution, though, as mortal-
6Mortality rates were similar in 2009.
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Figure 2.11: Nonresponse to health module (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for nonresponse in the male (top) and female (bottom) samples to the voluntary health module
included in the microcensus 2005.
ity may play a considerable role in these age groups. As the age-specific income inequality
persists to some extent in older age, one may further consider it as unlikely that the decline in
income-related health inequalities could simply be due to an equalization of the net equivalent
household income after retirement.7
7Note that technically, only income ranks, but not differences between incomes, matter. One may still consider
it as possible that income equalizations may lead to a flattening of the income-related gradient if one considers
income as relevant to health.
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Figure 2.12: Nonresponse to health module (2009 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for nonresponse in the male (top) and female (bottom) samples to the voluntary health module
included in the microcensus 2005.
2.6 Conclusions
One may conclude that the observed variations in age-specific health inequalities can be seen
as support the age as leveler hypothesis. The health gradient becomes pro-poor among adoles-
cents and is strongest in the late working life. As the reduction in health inequalities coincides
with a substantial increase in the age-specific prevalence, one may agree that a large part of
the observed leveling can be attributed to an age-related decline of health. No income-related
health inequality is observed in the female sample around age 30. As the average number
of dependent children is highest around this age, one may speculate that the flatter gradient
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between 20 and 40 among females may be related to maternity.
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Chapter 3
On age-specific variations in
income-related inequalities in diabetes,
hypertension and obesity1
3.1 Introduction
With the introduction of the health concentration index (Wagstaff et al., 1991), socioeconomic
gradients in the distribution of health became an important research field in health economics
(see e.g. van Doorslaer et al., 2004, 2006; Kakwani et al., 1997; McKinnon et al., 2011).
Banks et al. (2007), Case and Deaton (2005) and van Kippersluis et al. (2010) point out that
considering the life course perspective may be important for a better understanding of the
origins of disparities in health.
The relation of low socioeconomic status and less healthy lifestyles, higher health risks and
increased rates of premature mortality is well documented in the literature (Balia and Jones,
1A previous version of this chapter has been accepted for publication as Siegel M, Luengen M, Stock S. “On
age-specific variations in income-related inequalities in diabetes, hypertension and obesity”. International
Journal of Public Health, DOI: 10.1007/s00038-012-0368-7; downloadable from
http://www.springerlink.com/content/181l52078524547u/.
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2008; Case and Deaton, 2005; Deaton and Paxson, 1998; Kim and Durden, 2007; Lynch,
2003; Prus, 2004). The two currently predominant explanations for variations in socioeco-
nomic health gradients over the life course are the disadvantage accumulation hypothesis and
the age as leveler hypothesis. The former states that social health gradients develop in early
life and emerge over the complete life course through continual accumulation of health dis-
advantages among the deprived (Kim and Durden, 2007; van Kippersluis et al., 2010; Lynch,
2003; Prus, 2004; Ross and Wu, 1996). The age as leveler hypothesis, on the other hand, has
long been considered as an antithesis (Dupre, 2007). It is, however, rather an extension adding
the assumption that the decline of health (being an inevitable part of aging) may outperform
the accumulation of health disadvantages around mid-age (Case and Deaton, 2005; Deaton
and Paxson, 1998; Kim and Miech, 2009; Kunst and Mackenbach, 1994). According to van
Kippersluis et al. (2010), evidence for the age as leveler hypothesis is generally consistent
with an accumulation process up to some point where age begins acting as a leveler in later
life. Associating the accumulation process to the individual and leveling through age to the
aggregate level, Dupre (2007) has shown that both mechanisms are by no means contradictory.
A growing body of literature analyzes the health status over the life course for distinct so-
cioeconomic groups. van Kippersluis et al. (2010), for instance, use cross sectional data from
the Netherlands and compare the development of self reported health, disability and mortal-
ity for distinct educational groups. Mirowsky and Ross (2005) investigate differences in the
predicted health status between educational levels in the United States. Both find that health
status declines faster among the less educated. Using data from eleven European countries,
van Kippersluis et al. (2009) find a continual disadvantage accumulation for most countries,
however, they discover some leveling for France, Germany and the U.K.
No work has yet been done on the life course perspective in income-related inequalities of
specific diseases. The aim of this chapter is to highlight changes of the social gradients in
three health outcomes across different age groups. Using German survey data, age-specific
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variations in income-related health inequalities in hypertension and diabetes are investigated.
The risk of hypertension and diabetes is negatively correlated with socioeconomic status in de-
veloped countries and both are considered as avoidable through lifestyle and health behavior
(Harati et al., 2010; Puska, 2010). The present chapter further analyzes obesity as it increases
the risk of hypertension and diabetes considerably (Haffner, 2006; WHO, 2003). The semi-
parametric extension of the concentration index introduced in chapter 2 is used to measure
age-specific income-related health inequalities.
3.2 Data
To assure sufficiently large numbers of observations particularly in the oldest age groups, data
from the 2002 and 2006 waves of the Health Care Access Panel are pooled for the empiri-
cal analysis. The data were collected by TNS Healthcare, Munich (now Kantar Health) for
commercial purposes. For each wave of this voluntary mail survey, approximately 50,000
households were drawn randomly from a large database. In-field time was 6 weeks without
active reminding and the response rates were approximately 60 percent in both waves. Pot-
thoff et al. (2004) provide an extensive discussion on the 2002 wave of the HCAP showing that
the underlying sampling procedure yields representative samples for the German population.
The pooled sample comprises 117,167 individuals in 48,574 households. 75,122 individu-
als in 29,421 households were included in 2002 and 60,555 individuals in 28,828 households
in 2006. 18,510 individuals in 8,718 households participated in both surveys. As chronic
conditions rarely affect younger individuals and a meaningful interpretation of the body mass
index is problematic for children and adolescents, 28,390 individuals younger than 20 were
removed. Another 1,176 observations were dropped owing to missing data on income. The
sample for the empirical analysis eventually comprises 87,601 individuals (45,889 women
and 41,712 men) in 47,867 households.
The social status is measured using the monthly net equivalent household income. In the
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HCAP, individuals were asked to specify the sum of all incomes available to the household
(e.g. from labor, capital, pensions or welfare benefits). The modified OECD equivalence
scale is used to compute net equivalent household income (see e.g. van Doorslaer et al., 2004;
van Kippersluis et al., 2009). Benefits from the public pension scheme depend largely on
incomes over the life course (Boersch-Supan and Wilke, 2004) and German welfare policies
are considered as highly status preserving (Brockmann et al., 2009). Disparities in the in-
come distribution and the relative socioeconomic position are therefore likely to persist after
retirement. Accordingly, one may consider household income as a good measure of the social
position before and after retirement.
The body mass index (BMI) is computed from self-reported anthropometric data as body
weight in kg divided by the squared body height in meters, kg/m2. Following the standard
WHO classification (WHO, 2009), obesity is defined as BMI over 30. The second health
outcome is hypertension. Individuals were asked to indicate whether they had hypertension
during the preceding twelve months. The third health outcome is diabetes in the preceding
twelve months, however, the survey does not allow a distinction between type one and type two
diabetes. Type two diabetes is agreed to be age related and influenceable through lifestyles and
health behavior (see e.g. Harati et al., 2010; Puska, 2010). Diabetes is analyzed irrespective
of insulin-dependency because type one diabetes is here considered as mainly genetic and
therefore equally distributed across socioeconomic groups.
3.3 Econometric Model
Age-specific income-related health inequalities are measured using the semiparametric exten-
sion of Wagstaff’s (2005) corrected concentration index. Concentration indices are derived
from concentration curves where the cumulative share of health is compared with the cumu-
lative share of the population ranked by income (Wagstaff et al., 1991). If no income-related
inequality is present, the concentration curve coincides with the line of equality (45° line).
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Technically, the concentration index measures twice the area between the concentration curve
and the line of equality. It is bound in the (−1;1) interval and becomes positive (negative),
if the variable of interest concentrates among the better-off (worse-off). The index equals
zero if no income-related inequality is observed. Note that the concentration index is a bivari-
ate extension of the Gini index; using income in place of health as outcome variable would
yield the well known Lorenz curve and Gini index. Konings et al. (2010) provide an intuitive
introduction to the concept of Gini-type concentration indices.
The model proposed in chapter 2 is used to obtain the concentration index as a smooth
function of some regressor z (i.e. age). The convenient regression approach (Kakwani et al.,
1997) is adapted to estimate
2σ
2
r (z)
µ(z)
y = β0(z)+β1(z)r(z)+ ε, (3.1)
using the varying smooth coefficient approach (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993; Li et al., 2002).
Individuals i = 1, ...,n must be sorted by income in ascending order and r(z) denotes the local
fractional rank. The coefficient β1(z) is the varying concentration index C(z) and y is the
dependent variable with local mean µ(z).
As proper sample weights are not available for the pooled data, formula (2.5) from section
2.2.3 for the fractional rank simplifies to
ri(z) =
i
∑
j=1
khz
(
u j
)− khz (ui)
2
(3.2)
with ui = zi − z. Using the kernel weights khz(ui) is important here to assure that the lo-
cal estimates for the mean and variance of the local rank variable r(z) equal their theoretical
asymptotic values 0.5 and 1/12 throughout the support of z. A Nadaraya-Watson estimator
with a quartic kernel is used. This kernel function assigns higher weights to observations
closer to z, lower weights for observations being further away and zero weight to observations
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outside the bandwidth hz. The kernel weights are khz(ui) =
(
∑nj=1 Khz(u j)
)−1
Khz(ui) with
Khz(ui) = (1/hz)K (ui/hz) and ∑ni=1 khz(ui) = 1. The local bandwidth parameter hz is chosen
inversely to the local kernel density fz owing to the tradeoff between estimation bias and un-
certainty. The kernel density is the nonparametric estimate of the probability density function
(pdf) of z.
Comparing concentration indices of binary variables with varying means may be misleading
as the bounds then depend inversely on the mean µ, |C|max = 1− µ (Wagstaff, 2005, 2011).
Alike in chapter 2, Wagstaff’s (2005) approach is adapted such that W (z) = C(z)/(1−µ(z))
is the varying Wagstaff index. Similar to its homogeneous counterpart, W (z) is always bound
in the (−1;1) interval irrespective of µ(z). This allows comparisons of inequalities throughout
the support of z. The varying Wagstaff indices are computed separately for men and women
and pointwise confidence intervals are reported.
The local standard error σC(z) of the varying concentration index can be approximated by
estimating β∗0 and β∗1 from equation (3.1) with the untransformed health variable y in place of(
2σ2r (z)/µ(z)
)
y. One may then take advantage of the fact that β∗0(z)+0.5β∗1(z) = µ(z) and ap-
ply the δ method to C(z)= 2σ2r (z)β∗1(z)
[β∗0(z)+0.5β∗1(z)]−1 (Kakwani et al., 1997; Wildman,
2003). The standard error σW (z) for W (z) can be estimated analogously (see chapter 2). Note
that mean and variance of the rank variable need not be considered as stochastic as they are
sample independent. The error term may likely be heteroscedastic and autocorrelated (Kak-
wani et al., 1997; Wildman, 2003; McKinnon et al., 2011); local Newey-West type standard
errors are therefore estimated (for computational details and a more technical introduction of
the method, see chapter 2).
3.4 Results
The graphs for the estimated density ˆf (z) with respect to age (the smoothing parameter z) in
figure 3.1 exhibit similar patterns for both sexes. Cohorts younger than 35 are smaller than
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Figure 3.1: Kernel density and age-specific prevalences (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Empirical density of age (upper left) and age-specific prevalences of obesity (upper right),
hypertension (bottom left) and diabetes (bottom right) for the male (solid lines) and female
(dashed lines) samples from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel.
those born before the 1970’s. This corresponds with the population pyramid for Germany and
supports existing evidence for an aging society (see e.g. von Weizsäcker, 1996). Note that the
observed kernel density ˆf (z) implies that the bandwidth parameter hz is minimal at age 33 for
women (hz ≈ 5.95) and at 39 for men (hz ≈ 6.22). The bandwidth is largest for the 79 years
old for both sexes (hz ≈ 16.6 for women and ≈ 16.9 for men).
The overall sample prevalence of obesity in table 3.1 is higher among women than among
men. Comparing the age-specific estimates in figure 3.1, it is found that this holds in all age
groups. The prevalence is highest among the 56 years old women and the 58 years old men
and lower in the younger and older age groups. The overall-sample prevalence of hypertension
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Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
female (n = 45,889) male (n = 41,712)
prevalence ˆW σˆW prevalence ˆW σˆW
income 1,394.90a 0.2971∗b 0.0032c 1,460.90a 0.2994∗b 0.0035c
obesity 16.57% −0.1283∗ 0.0126 15.19% −0.0543∗ 0.0137
hypertension 17.73% −0.0623∗ 0.0122 19.54% −0.0114 0.0123
diabetes 3.14% −0.1283∗ 0.0273 4.15% −0.0535† 0.0246
Homogeneous estimates from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel.
∗) significant at the 1 percent level; †) significant at the 5 percent level;
a) mean of net equivalent household income; b) Gini-index of net equivalent household income
(without Wagstaff’s correction); c) standard error of the Gini-index
is higher among men. The shape of its age-specific prevalence curve in figure 3.1 suggests
that prevalence rises almost monotonously with increasing age and flattens after age 70 for
both sexes. It is highest among the 76 years old women and 77 years old men. The overall
sample prevalence of diabetes in table 3.1 is again somewhat higher for men. The age-specific
estimates vary around one percent being somewhat higher for women until the late thirties.
The prevalence then rises faster among men, is highest at age 69 (≈ 12 percent) and varies
around this value for the oldest. For women, it is highest at age 67 (≈ 10 percent) and decreases
to approximately 7 percent for the oldest.
The age-specific mean net equivalent household income in figure 3.2 yields similar patterns
for men and women. The graphs suggest that the youngest individuals live in households
with the lowest incomes. A first peak is observed around the age of 30 and the highest mean
income is found shortly before the statutory retirement age of 65. The lower mean net equiva-
lent household incomes between 35 and 50 stem from an increase in the equivalence weights
owing to a peak in the average number of children per household in these age groups. In
all age groups, men have a higher mean income than women. The age-specific Gini index is
somewhat lower for women and men around 30 than for the youngest. After age 30, income
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Figure 3.2: Age-specific income and Gini indices (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific mean net equivalent household incomes (left) and Gini indices (right) with 95
percent confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples
from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel.
inequality increases and is highest for women around 50 and men around 60. The Gini index
drops back to approximately 0.27 for both sexes during the common retirement period. Note
that the statutory retirement age is 65, however, most people retire in the preceding seven years
(see Wingerter, 2010). Although the results suggest that retirement leads to some leveling in
household incomes, considerable income inequalities persist after retirement.
The homogeneous Wagstaff indices W for obesity in table 3.1 are both significantly nega-
tive suggesting a concentration of the disease among the worse-off for both sexes. The varying
Wagstaff index for men in figure 3.3 is negative but statistically significant for no age. The sig-
nificantly negative index for women aged between 28 and 72 indicates a concentration among
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Figure 3.3: Age-specific inequality of obesity (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access
Panel.
the worse-off in these age groups. While the varying index for men shows no considerable
changes over the life course, women exhibit a lower level of inequality in mid-age and a higher
level among those over 55.
The homogeneous Wagstaff index for hypertension among women in table 3.1 is again
highly significant. The varying Wagstaff index in figure 3.4 is statistically significant for those
between 50 and 69 in the female sample. For all age groups, the index varies around −0.1.
The varying index for men is negative for those aged 23 or older. The homogeneous and
varying Wagstaff indices for the male sample are both insignificant.
The homogeneous Wagstaff indices for diabetes in table 3.1 are significantly negative for
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Figure 3.4: Age-specific inequality of hypertension (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access
Panel.
women and men, again suggesting a concentration of the disease among the worse-off. The
varying Wagstaff index for the female sample in figure 3.5 is negative for all age groups. It
is, however, only significant for women aged between 51 and 62. No significant age-specific
income-related gradients are observed for diabetes in the male sample.
3.5 Discussion
Using the varying inequality index introduced in chapter 2, this chapter addressed age and
sex specific variations in income-related health inequalities. One may consider computing
batteries of concentration indices for distinct age groups (as e.g. in van Kippersluis et al.,
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Figure 3.5: Age-specific inequality of diabetes (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access
Panel.
2009) and smoothing over these as an alternative. As argued in chapter 2, however, this
would involve double uncertainty and a considerable bias. First, particularly the oldest age
groups may become rather small which would involve high uncertainty and large confidence
intervals. Second, smoothing over such estimates would add its own uncertainty. In addition,
the estimates close to the age group limits would likely be biased which is avoided in the
kernel smoothing approach.
This chapter has shown that socioeconomic gradients in obesity, hypertension and diabetes
vary across age groups in Germany. Significant age-specific inequalities to the detriment of
the deprived in hypertension and diabetes are only observed for women in midlife. The age-
specific gradient for obesity is significant for almost all age groups in the female sample.
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Somewhat surprisingly, no significant age-specific income-related inequalities were found
among men. Although some leveling is observed for diabetes among both sexes and hyperten-
sion among men, one may agree that the results are neither a clear support for the accumulation
nor for the age as leveler hypothesis.
Using the varying index has some advantages compared with computing homogeneous con-
centration or Wagstaff indices. Using the latter may invoke what Islam et al. (2010) refer to
as student and pension effects. According to the former, young people in the beginning of
their career, in job trainings or universities are usually in good health conditions but have low
incomes. This may result in an underestimation of health disadvantages for lower income
households. Conversely, the pension effect describes the notion that older people have compa-
rably bad health conditions due to their age and lower incomes after retirement. This, again,
may lead to an overestimation of health disadvantages for the poor. The homogeneous in-
dices actually underestimate the extent of inequality for most age groups in hypertension and
obesity compared with the age-specific results.
When considering self-reported data on specific diseases, one may argue that certain dis-
eases have to be diagnosed by a physician. Individual awareness may therefore, to some
extent, depend on health care utilization and communication between patients and physicians.
However, approximately 90 percent of the German population contact a physician within a
year and, more importantly, Germany is known for a fairly equitable access to health care (see
e.g. van Doorslaer et al., 2004, 2006). Considerable reporting biases owing to inequalities
in health care utilization are hence rather unlikely. The potential of biases owing to social
distances between physicians and less educated or lower income patients, however, remains.
Considering the results found in Kelly-Irving et al. (2011), one may speculate that such bi-
ases may lead to a pro-rich bias, i.e. an underestimation of inequalities to the detriment of
the deprived. Concerning the results for obesity, it should be mentioned that self-reported
anthropometric data may involve some measurement or reporting bias which may lead to an
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underestimation of the prevalence and socioeconomic gradient of obesity.
Using cross sectional data involves some limitations. First, they do not facilitate a clear
distinction between life course effects and cohort effects. However, van Kippersluis et al.
(2009) found no consistent cohort effects for Germany. Although cohort effects cannot fully
be excluded, one may agree that these likely play a minor role and the observed variations are
mostly an age effect. Second, the data do not allow a distinction between income effects on
health and health effects on income or to test the causal relationship between then. However,
one may assume possible losses of income through adverse health related selection into both
early old age and reduced earning capacity retirement to be of minor importance (Brockmann
et al., 2009). Only 1.5 and 1.6 percent of women and men among the 45 to 50 years old in
the sample are retired. The shares are somewhat higher among the 50 to 55 years old; 2.8 and
4.3 percent, respectively. Further, German welfare policies are seen as rather status preserving
(Brockmann et al., 2009). Pensions largely depend on compulsory contributions over the life
course (Boersch-Supan and Wilke, 2004) The relative socioeconomic position within a birth
cohort will therefore change only marginally with retirement. Finally, Dupre (2007) and Prus
(2004) argue that leveling may be an artificial result owing to mortality selection. However,
Beckett (2000) has shown that this needs not necessarily be true for self reported health. The
age-specific mortality rates did not exceed 0.5 (1) percent for women younger than 60 (65)
in the respective years in Germany (Human Mortality Database, 2012). The rates were about
double for men. One may therefore reject the notion that the observed variations in income-
related inequalities could be solely caused by mortality selection.
3.6 Conclusions
One may agree that the results are of particular interest for researchers and health policy
makers alike since the health outcomes under consideration are among the major risk factors
for cardiovascular diseases and premature mortality in developed countries. In addition, this
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chapter adds an important contribution to the field of age-specific analyses of income-related
health inequalities. Given the demographic developments in most industrialized countries as
demonstrated by the evidence for an aging German society found in the data, such analyses
will likely become an increasingly important tool for health policy makers to maintain an
efficient allocation of both, preventive and curative health services.
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Chapter 4
Age-specific variations in income-related
inequalities in smoking behavior
4.1 Introduction
A broad body of literature provides evidence on the various hazardous effects of smoking.
For example, smoking increases the risk of pulmonary and cardiovascular diseases (Kamholz,
2004), asthma among adolescents (Genuneit et al., 2006) and lung cancer (Peto et al., 2000).
It is associated with premature mortality (Balia and Jones, 2008) and lower quality of life
(Slama, 2008).
Social gradients in smoking behavior in industrialized countries are well documented in
the literature. Individuals with lower socioeconomic status, in general, have higher consump-
tion levels, start smoking earlier in life and are less likely to quit (Schaap and Kunst, 2009).
These finding were repeatedly confirmed for Germany. Lampert and Burger (2004) compare
the prevalence of smoking in different social classes using the 2003 German National Tele-
phone Health Survey. Helmert and Buitkamp (2004) analyze survey data from four national
health surveys and three waves of the Bertelsmann Health Monitor. Both find that tobacco
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consumption is less common among people with higher education, occupational status and
income. Analyzing data from the 1998 German National Telephone Health Survey, Lampert
and Thamm (2004) find that both educational and income gradients in smoking prevalence
reduce with increasing age.
Giskes et al. (2005), Graham (1996) and Schulze and Mons (2006) describe the develop-
ment of the smoking epidemic since the early twentieth century and find similar patterns in
most industrialized countries. Smoking was rather uncommon among women and prevalence
rates first rose among higher educated men. While becoming more common among the less
educated, smoking prevalence declined among individuals with higher social status. Accord-
ing to Schulze and Mons (2006), the social gradient reversed with the 1930s birth cohort.
Lampert (2010) addresses the recent developments in Germany in the light of actions under-
taken to reduce the smoking prevalence. Alike Giskes et al. (2005), however, he finds no
significant changes over the recent years. Using data from twelve European countries, Gra-
ham (1996) find leveling in gender differences in smoking behavior due to a faster decline of
the smoking prevalence among men.
To quit smoking may prevent the incidence of smoking-related diseases even in later mid-
life (Peto et al., 2000). Monitoring socioeconomic inequalities in tobacco consumption is
therefore crucial when aiming at an equitable distribution of health (Schaap and Kunst, 2009).
Empirical evidence concerning age-specific variations in income-related inequalities in smok-
ing behavior, however, still seems scarce. This chapter measures age-specific income-related
inequalities in smoking behavior based on three outcome variables drawn from the German
microcensus. The outcomes are current smoking, ever (former or current) smoking and smok-
ing cessation among the ever-smokers. As analyzing social gradients in smoking behavior
based on homogeneous measures would neglect the above described developments even when
controlling for birth cohorts, the semiparametric extension of the concentration index intro-
duced in chapter 2 is applied.
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4.2 Data and variables
Data are drawn from the 2009 wave of the German microcensus which is a representative
survey of the German population conducted by the Research Data Centers of the Federal
Statistical Office and the Statistical Offices of the Federal States (Forschungsdatenzentren der
Statistischen Ämter des Bundes und der Länder). Comprising approximately one percent
of the German households, the microcensus is considered as the most representative survey
available for Germany (FSO, 2006; Reeske et al., 2009). Households are included in four
consecutive surveys and 25 percent of the households are replaced each year.
The present chapter uses the scientific use file comprising a random subsample of approx-
imately 70 percent (n = 489,349) of the German microcensus. Children younger than 15
(64,808) were not asked about smoking and 80,968 individuals over 15 did not respond to
the smoking-related questions. 343,573 individuals (179,659 female and 163,914 male) aged
15 or older provided information about their smoking behavior. Another 26,597 observa-
tions (12,763 male and 13,834 male) had to be removed because of missing information on
household income. The final sample comprises 316,976 (151,151 male and 165,825 female)
individuals. Sample weights were adjusted accordingly.
Interviewees were asked whether they currently were frequent, occasional or non-smokers.
Non-smokers were then asked whether they were former frequent or occasional smokers. As
one may agree that the subjective distinction between frequent and occasional smoking is
rather weak, individuals are only grouped into smokers and non-smokers and smoking is an-
alyzed regardless of its frequency. The first outcome variable is current smoking, the second
outcome is ever-smoking. Ever-smokers are individuals who either currently smoke or for-
merly smoked. As a third outcome, smoking cessation is measured as former smoking among
the ever-smokers. It should be noted here that this measure of smoking cessation does not
only include those who stopped smoking in the respective year and may thus overestimate the
annual cessation rates.
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The socioeconomic status is measured using household income. Data on income comprise
all possible sources (e.g. from labor, capital or pensions). To account for the household size,
total income is adjusted using the modified OECD equivalence scale (see e.g. van Doorslaer
et al., 2004). One may question the reliability of income as a measure for the socioeconomic
position particularly after retirement. While this may be problematic for some countries, the
German welfare system is considered to be highly status preserving (Brockmann et al., 2009).
Approximately 90 percent of the German population are covered by the public pension scheme
and benefits depend largely on compulsory contributions until retirement (Boersch-Supan and
Wilke, 2004). One may therefore agree that the relative socioeconomic position within one’s
age group is unlikely to change considerably with retirement. Income is thus used to measure
the socioeconomic status in all age groups.
4.3 Methods
Age-specific income-related inequalities are measured using the semiparametric extension of
Wagstaff’s corrected concentration index (Wagstaff, 2005, 2011) introduced in chapter 2. Let
the outcome be y with mean µ. The weighted fractional rank is ri = ∑ij=1 w j − wi/2 with
∑ni=1 wi = 1 and individuals i= 1, ...,n sorted in ascending order by income. The concentration
index is C = 2/µ∑ni=1 yiri−1 and measures twice the area between the line of equality and the
concentration curve (Wagstaff et al., 1991). The latter plots the cumulative share of outcome
y against the cumulative share of the population ranked by income. C is bound in the (−1;1)
interval and becomes positive (negative), if the outcome is concentrated among the rich (poor).
Where no inequality is observed, the concentration curve coincides with the line of equality
and C equals zero (see e.g. van Doorslaer and Koolman, 2004; van Doorslaer et al., 1997, 2004,
2006; Wagstaff et al., 1991; Wagstaff, 2005, for descriptions, discussions and applications).
Konings et al. (2010) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) provide intuitive introductions to the concept
of Gini-type concentration indices.
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In chapter 2, the convenient regression approach (Kakwani et al., 1997) has been combined
with the varying coefficient model (Li et al., 2002) to obtain the concentration index as a
smooth function of some regressor z ∈ Z ⊂ R. The convenient regression formula
2
σ2r (z)
µ(z)
y = β0(z)+β1(z)r(z)+ ε (4.1)
and the z-specific mean µ(z) of y can be estimated using nonparametric estimation techniques.
The z-specific concentration index is then β1(z) = C(z), σ2r (z) is the variance of r(z) and ε
denotes the error term. Note that if y is the living standard variable used for ranking, C is a
varying Gini index.
As pointed out in chapter 2, the sample and kernel weights w and khz(u) must be included
in the computation of the fractional rank. Technically, the condition that the locally weighted
mean and variance of r(z) must be 0.5 and 1/12, respectively, must hold for any z ∈ Z. In-
tuitively, when computing the concentration index for a specific z, including all observations
regardless of z would be misleading. Alike in equation (2.5), r(z) is computed as
ri(z) =
i
∑
j=1
khz(u j) w j(z)−
khz(ui) wi(z)
2
, (4.2)
where the vector of sample weights w must be rescaled for each z such that ∑ni=1 khz(ui)wi(z)=
1 holds for any z ∈ Z.
Similar to chapter 2, the present chapter employs a consistent Nadaraya-Watson estima-
tor such that the kernel weights are khz(ui) = Khz(ui)/∑nj=1 Khz(u j) with ∑ni=1 khz(ui) = 1.
The quartic (biweight) kernel with K(ui) = 15/16
(
1−u2i
)2
I|ui|<1, ui = zi − z and Khz(ui) =
(1/hz)K(ui/hz) is applied. IA denotes an indicator function which is 1 if restriction A is is
fulfilled and zero otherwise. The quartic kernel assigns higher weights to observations closer
to z (smaller ui), lower weights to observations further away from z (larger ui) and zero weight
if an observation is outside the bandwidth. Fan and Gijbels (1992) have shown that adaptive
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local smoothers generally yield good results and avoid the well-known boundary effect. The
bandwidth parameter hz is here chosen inversely to the local data density fz.
It has further been argued in chapter 2 that comparing concentration indices of dichoto-
mous outcomes with varying prevalences may be misleading. According to Wagstaff (2005,
2011), the bounds of concentration indices for binary variables depend inversely on the mean
µ, |C| ≤ 1−µ. To allow comparisons of inequalities throughout the support of z, one may adapt
Wagstaff’s (2005) approach such that W (z) =C(z)/(1−µ(z)) is the varying Wagstaff index.
W (z) is then rescaled to a (−1;1) interval irrespective of µ(z). This index has the advantage
that it compensates changes in the concentration index caused by pure changes of the under-
lying prevalence. See chapter 2 for a more technical introduction and further computational
details.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Results from the 2009 sample
The results in table 4.1 for the full sample show that mean age is lower in the male than in
the female sample. The average net equivalent household income is higher for men than for
women in the full and the restricted sample. Women have a considerably lower prevalence
of ever and current smoking than men. The homogeneous Wagstaff indices demonstrate that
current smoking is significantly concentrated among the worse-off for both sexes in the full
and the (restricted) ever-smoker sample. Conversely, former smoking is concentrated among
the better-off in all samples. Ever-smoking is significantly concentrated among the lower
income households in the male sample while no significant concentration is observed in the
female sample. This is also reflected by the average income which is lower for men among
the male ever-smokers compared with the full samples. According to table 4.1, the prevalence
of current smoking among the ever-smokers is higher for women than for men. In contrast
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Table 4.1: Descriptive smoking statistics (2009 sample)
male female
mean W σW mean W σW
full sample n = 151,151 n = 165,825
age 47.03a 48.93a
income 1,597.32a 0.2896b∗ 0.0046c 1,493.36a 0.2807b∗ 0.0040c
ever-smokers 56.26% –0.0834∗ 0.0071 37.36% –0.0039 0.0059
current smokers 31.33% –0.1687∗ 0.0063 22.12% –0.1108∗ 0.0065
former smokers 24.93% 0.0843∗ 0.0067 15.24% 0.1408∗ 0.0073
ever-smokers n = 84,745 n = 60,131
age 48.64a 45.36a
income 1,541.43a 0.2862∗b 0.0062c 1,493.60a 0.2850∗b 0.0069c
current smokers 55.69% –0.1814∗ 0.0089 59.21% –0.2027∗ 0.0101
former smokers 44.31% 0.1814∗ 0.0095 40.79% 0.2027∗ 0.0121
Mean net equivalent household incomes and prevalences of current, ever and former smoking
for the male and female full and restricted samples from the 2009 microcensus. ∗) significant
at the 99 percent level; a) mean of variable; b) Gini index (without Wagstaff’s correction) for
income; c) standard error for varying concentration (here Gini) index
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Figure 4.1: Descriptive figures (2009 sample)
Empirical density of age (upper left) and prevalence of current smoking (upper right), ever-
smoking (bottom left) and smoking cessation among ever-smokers (bottom right) for the male
(solid lines) and female (dashed lines) samples from the 2009 microcensus.
to the full sample, ever-smoking women are, on average, younger than ever-smoking men.
The Wagstaff index for former smoking in table 4.1 is exactly the negative of the Wagstaff
index for current smoking in the ever-smoking subsample for both sexes. Note that the index
must fulfill the so-called mirror condition wcurrent = −wformer because ever-smokers can only
be current or former smokers (Erreygers, 2009; Wagstaff, 2011).
The data density plot in figure 4.1 presents the distribution of age in the male and female
sample and corresponds with the population pyramid for Germany. The lower density for
those younger than 40 corresponds to the often discussed problem of an aging society (von
Weizsäcker, 1996). The data density estimate is higher for the male than for the female sample
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for those younger than 68 and higher for the female sample for those who are older. This result
is in line with the higher average age for females found in table 4.1 and may be explained by
their higher life expectancy.
The age-specific prevalence of current smoking in figure 4.1 shows similar patterns for men
and women. It starts around 21 percent for males and 17 percent for females aged 15 and is
higher for the male sample in all age groups. It increases rapidly for both sexes peaking around
age 29 for males and 25 for females. The prevalence varies around approximately 40 percent
for men and 30 percent for women in the age groups between 30 and 50. It then decreases
until age 80 and flattens out around 7 percent for elder men and 3 percent for elder women.
The ever-smoking curve for females in figure 4.1 is shaped similarly to the current smoking
curve but at an approximately 10 percent higher level for adult women. In contrast, the ever-
smoking curve for men differs from that for current smoking. In all cohorts older than 26,
almost 60 percent of the men are ever-smokers while the prevalence of current smoking is
lower for those older than 50. The current and ever-smoking curves for the female sample
both suggest lower prevalences for those older than 50. One may read this as a cohort effect
suggesting that smoking became common among females only among younger birth cohorts
(i.e. born after 1950).
The share of ever-smokers who quit smoking starts around 13 percent for the youngest
males and 19 percent for the youngest females and is lowest for the 17 years old. The smoking
cessation rate then increases until age 80 where it flattens out. The curves intersect at age 46.
Among ever-smokers older than 46, females are less likely to have quit smoking then males.
The varying Wagstaff indices in figure 4.2 suggest a concentration of current smoking
among the worse-off. The index for men is negative for all age groups and significant for
those younger than 80. In contrast, women exhibit an insignificant concentration among the
better-off older than 74. While the concentration is lower for younger males and strengthens
among the 20 to 30 years old, it varies around some constant value until age 50 in the female
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Figure 4.2: Age-specific inequality of current smoking (2009 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2009 microcensus.
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Figure 4.3: Age-specific inequality of ever-smoking (2009 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2009 microcensus.
sample. One who is interested in gender aspects may wish to compare the indices for both
sexes. The confidence intervals for the indices for the male and female samples do not overlap
for those aged between 52 and 59. This may be considered as a significantly stronger con-
centration of current smoking among lower incomes in the male compared with the female
sample in this age group.
Similar to the graphs in figure 4.2, the curves for ever-smoking in figure 4.3 show a positive
trend with increasing age for men over 30 and all women. Ever-smokers are (at the 5 percent
level) significantly concentrated among the worse-off for males younger than 70 and females
younger than 52. In contrast to the male sample, a significant concentration of ever-smokers
among the higher incomes is observed for females older than 65. One may read this as a
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cohort effect indicating that the risk of smoking ever in life shifted from the rich towards the
poor during the twentieth century; the change was more pronounced in the female sample. The
concentration of ever-smoking among lower-income adolescents is stronger in the female than
in the male sample for those younger than 23. For the older cohorts, women have a weaker
concentration among the poor or, where the index is positive, a stronger concentration among
the better-off than men. The confidence intervals for the estimates from the male and female
samples do not overlap for those aged between 50 and 75. This indicates that the concentration
of ever-smokers in lower-income households is significantly stronger among males in these
age groups. Comparing the results in figure 4.3 with those in figure 4.2, one may note that the
curves for current and ever-smoking follow similar patterns but at a somewhat higher level for
the latter.
Figure 4.4 presents the age-specific inequality indices for smoking cessation estimated from
the restricted ever-smokers subsample. The graph suggests that higher income ever-smokers
are more likely to quit smoking than those in lower income households. This is in line with the
stronger concentration of current smoking compared with ever-smoking among the worse-off.
The concentration among the better-off is significant at the 5 percent level for males between
23 and 72 and females between 22 and 74. Comparing the varying Wagstaff indices for men
and women yields no significant gender differences.
4.4.2 Results from the 2005 sample1
Comparing the results in table 4.2 with table 4.1, it can be observed that individuals in the 2005
sample are, on average, somewhat younger than in the 2009 sample. The mean net equiva-
lent household income increased while the prevalences of ever-smoking, current smoking and
former smoking decreased marginally between 2005 and 2009. The observed income inequal-
ity as well as the income-related inequalities of smoking behavior do not differ significantly.
1The 2005 sample is described in section 2.3.
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Figure 4.4: Age-specific inequality of smoking cessation (2009 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2009 microcensus.
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Table 4.2: Descriptive smoking statistics (2005 sample)
male female
prevalence W σW prevalence W σW
full sample n = 155,251 n = 169,286
age 45.66a 47.79a
income 1,471.89a 0.2910b∗ 0.0042c 1,383.81a 0.2824b∗ 0.0040c
ever-smokers 57.02% –0.0783∗ 0.0070 37.73% 0.0093 0.0059
current smokers 32.85% –0.1670∗ 0.0062 23.49% –0.1090∗ 0.0064
former smokers 24.17% 0.0963∗ 0.0066 14.24% 0.1426∗ 0.0075
ever-smokers n = 88,336 n = 61,614
age 47.09a 43.38a
income 1,424.61a 0.2880b∗ 0.0054c 1,385.68a 0.2902b∗ 0.0067c
current smokers 57,62% –0.1873∗ 0.0093 62.26% –0.2022∗ 0.0130
former smokers 42.38% 0.1873∗ 0.0083 37.74% 0.2022∗ 0.0100
Mean net equivalent household incomes and prevalences of current, ever and former smoking
for the male and female full and restricted samples from the 2005 microcensus. ∗) significant
at the 99 percent level; a) mean of variable; b) Gini index (without Wagstaff’s correction) for
income; c) standard error for varying concentration (here Gini) index
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Figure 4.5: Descriptive figures (2005 sample)
Empirical density (upper left) and prevalence of current smoking (upper right), ever-smoking
(bottom left) and smoking cessation among ever-smokers (bottom right) for the male (solid
lines) and female (dashed lines) samples from the 2005 microcensus.
The changes in age and income between 2005 and 2009 are similar in the restricted sample.
Similarly, the composition of the ever-smokers sample in terms of current and former smokers
differ only marginally. Income inequality and income-related inequality of former and current
smoking among ever-smokers do not differ significantly. The age-specific descriptive statis-
tics for the 2005 microcensus sample in figure 4.5 are similar to those for the 2009 sample in
figure 4.1. It can be observed that the graphs for ever-smoking and smoking cessation in the
2005 sample seem to be shifted somewhat to the left. This indicates that similar values were
observed for the same birth cohorts in both samples.
Regarding the age-specific inequalities in smoking, it is found that the results for current
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Figure 4.6: Age-specific inequality of current smoking (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2005 microcensus.
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Figure 4.7: Age-specific inequality of ever-smoking (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2005 microcensus.
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Figure 4.8: Age-specific inequality of smoking cessation (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed lines)
for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2005 microcensus.
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smoking from the 2005 sample in figure 4.6 do not differ significantly from those obtained
from the 2009 sample in figure 4.2. Comparing the results for ever-smoking, one may agree
that the overall patterns of the graphs in figure 4.3 and 4.7 are fairly similar. One may note
that the turnover point where the income-related gradient shifts from a pro-rich towards a
pro-poor distribution is approximately in the same birth cohort for both samples. For the age-
specific inequality of smoking cessation, figures 4.4 and 4.8 do not suggest significant changes
between the 2005 and 2009 samples.
4.4.3 A note on nonresponses
Although the similarities between the results obtained from the 2009 and 2005 microcensus
samples suggest that the results are fairly reliable, one may be interested in the age-specific
income-related concentration of nonresponses to the voluntary smoking module. According to
the results in figure 4.9, males and females in households with lower net equivalent household
incomes were less likely to answer the questions concerning smoking behavior. Figure 4.10
demonstrates that the relation between income and nonresponse was considerably weaker in
the sample from the 2005 microcensus.
Given that the results from both samples are fairly similar, one may agree that consider-
able selection biases seem to play a minor role here. However, it should be mentioned that
an income-related concentration of nonresponse may lead, under the assumption that the re-
lation between income rank and smoking behavior also holds among the nonrespondents, to
an underestimation of the income-related gradient to the detriment of economically deprived
households in smoking.
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Figure 4.9: Nonresponse to smoking module (2009 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) for with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed
lines) for nonresponse to the smoking module in male (upper) and female (bottom) samples
from the 2009 microcensus.
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Figure 4.10: Nonresponse to smoking module (2005 sample)
Age-specific inequality indices (solid lines) for with 95 percent confidence intervals (dashed
lines) for nonresponse to the smoking module in male (upper) and female (bottom) samples
from the 2005 microcensus.
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4.5 Discussion
The present chapter applied the varying inequality index based on the concept of Gini-type
concentration indices introduced in chapter 2 to data on smoking behavior from the German
microcensus. It has been found that the income-related gradients vary considerably with age.
The results suggest that a homogeneous index would neither have revealed the lower concen-
tration of current and ever-smokers among adolescents in lower income households nor the
pro-rich distribution of current and ever-smoking among the elderly. In contrast to Richter
and Leppin (2007), a significant gradient related to household income for adolescents of both
sexes is observed here. Smoking cessation exhibits no significant income-related gradients
for the youngest. One may consider two reasons for this: first, the estimates for the varying
Wagstaff indices are close to zero among the youngest. Second, only few stopped smoking
among the youngest. It is important to mention here that such low prevalence rates increase
the uncertainty and hence widen the confidence intervals.
Bauer et al. (2007) stress the importance of gender-specific policies to reduce smoking
efficiently. The microcensus data reveal an increasing gap between men and women in the
prevalence of current and ever-smoking with increasing age (in other words decreasing for
later birth cohorts). This is in line with the common result that gender differences reduced
during the twentieth century. For all age groups, however, men still exhibit a higher prevalence
of current and ever-smoking than women. Somewhat surprisingly, smoking cessation is more
common among male than female ever-smokers. Female ever-smokers are more likely to quit
smoking only until age 46. In older age groups, women who ever smoked are less likely to be
former smokers than men. As Bauer et al. (2007) could not attribute such gender differences
to differences in socioeconomic position and endowments, the authors assume them to be
mainly a behavioral effect which may be explained with gender roles. The socioeconomic
gradients for current and ever-smoking computed from the microcensus data suggest similar
patterns for males and females in terms of income-related inequalities among those older
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than 30. Despite the similarities, the concentration of current and ever-smoking among the
worse-off is significantly weaker in the female sample at ages 52-59 for current and 50-75 for
ever-smoking.
The above results for the inequality in ever-smoking suggest that its income-related concen-
tration shifted from the higher to the lower incomes during the twentieth century. The varying
Wagstaff indices presented in figures 4.3 and 4.7 change from pro-rich (positive index) to pro-
poor (negative index) distributions around the 1930 birth cohort in the male sample (age 78
in figure 4.3 and age 75 in figure 4.7) and around the 1950 birth cohort in the female sample
(age 57 in figure 4.3 and age 55 in figure 4.7). One may object measuring cohort effects in
socioeconomic gradients via household income and argue that income may vary over the life
course while e.g. education could be considered as a durable asset. However, Schulze and
Mons (2006) found similar results for the educational dimension of inequalities in smoking.
They identify a change from the better to the less educated between the 1921-30 and 1931-40
birth cohorts for men and between the 1931-40 and 1941-50 birth cohorts for women. Com-
paring age-specific smoking prevalences for different educational levels in the underlying data
yields similar results.
Analyses of health inequalities over the life course based on cross-sectional data may be
subject to certain biases. It is widely agreed that life expectancy is lower among the deprived
(see e.g. Balia and Jones, 2008). As smoking is related to severe diseases and premature
mortality (Genuneit et al., 2006; Kamholz, 2004; Peto et al., 2000; Slama, 2008), smoking-
related mortality may be considered as a possible confounder. Comparing the results with
the overall mortality rates from the Human Mortality Database (Human Mortality Database,
2012), one may agree that mortality is unlikely to bias the results considerably before age
70. Another issue may be a potential bias through bad health selection into early retirement.
However, this should lead to opposite results at least for ever-smokers. One may agree that,
in contrast to the observed results, the adverse health consequences should accumulate among
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the worse-off and lead to a concentration of smoking among them. Current and ever-smoking
are, however, pro rich for the oldest.
4.6 Conclusions
The distributions of current and ever-smoking among adolescents and young adults is sig-
nificantly pro-poor. Smoking cessation, in contrast, is more common among the better-off
ever-smokers (note that in the full sample, former smoking is pro-poor among adolescents and
pro-rich among adults). The results suggest that anti-smoking policies should aim at adoles-
cents and young adults in lower-income households.
One may conclude from the results that the smoking epidemic first started among the better-
off. The smoking prevalence increased somewhat later among the economically deprived
while smoking apparently became less common among the better-off. The patterns are quite
similar for males and females; the results suggest that the developments started earlier for
males than for females, though. It seems that the smoking epidemic proceeds similarly for
both sexes but with some delay for females.
The results suggest that most males and females, if ever, start smoking in adolescence or
early adulthood. Smoking prevalence is high among the younger adults and individuals appar-
ently stop in mid-life. Sundmacher (2012) has shown that smoking cessation is closely related
to diagnoses of related diseases. One may speculate that such diseases rarely occur before
mid-life and consider this as a possible explanation for the patterns of the current smoking and
smoking cessation curves. One may further speculate that the higher rates of smoking cessa-
tion among younger females compared with males may be a maternity effect as the average
number of dependent infants is particularly high in households with 20 to 40 year old women.
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Using an alternative measure of
socioeconomic status: Community
deprivation-related health inequalities1
5.1 Introduction
Population is usually ranked by some individual or household level variable in health inequal-
ity analyses using (rank-based) concentration indices. For instance, Wagstaff et al. (2003)
rank children in Vietnam by per capita household consumption; and Jones and López Nicolás
(2006), van Doorslaer et al. (2004) and van Doorslaer and Koolman (2004), as well as chap-
ters 2, 3 and 4 use net equivalent household income to facilitate the socioeconomic ranking in
industrialized countries.
The question whether, and to what extent, health is influenced by neighborhood or com-
munity deprivation has become an increasingly important issue in epidemiology and health
inequality analyses (see e.g. Maier et al., 2011; Kuznetsov et al., 2011, 2012). Noble et al.
1An enhanced version of this chapter is planned to be published as a joint article with Andreas Mielck and
Werner Maier.
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(2006) describe five Indices of Multiple Deprivation for the United Kingdom: the English
Indices of Deprivation 2000, the English Indices of Deprivation 2004, the Welsh Index of
Multiple Deprivation 2000, the Northern Ireland Measures of Multiple Deprivation 2001 and
the Scottish Indices of Deprivation 2003. Maier et al. (2011) were the first to use the key prin-
ciples described in Noble et al. (2006) to propose a Bavarian Index of Multiple Deprivation.
This index has been applied to Bavarian health data repeatedly (Kuznetsov et al., 2011, 2012)
and was recently extended to a German Index of Multiple Deprivation.
After analyzing age-specific variations in income-related health inequalities in the previous
chapters, the present chapter addresses two related questions:
1. To what extent can age-specific community deprivation-related health inequalities be
observed?
2. How do income-related health inequalities vary with relative community deprivation?
The varying inequality index introduced in chapter 2 is applied to data on obesity, hypertension
and diabetes drawn from the pooled sample of the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel
which were already used in chapter 3. The German Index of Multiple Deprivation 2 is used to
determine the community deprivation.
5.2 Data and variables
Data for the empirical analysis are drawn from the TNS Health Care Access Panel provided
by Kantar Health (formerly TNS Infratest Healthcare). To obtain sufficiently large numbers
of observations throughout all age groups and regions, the 2002 and 2006 waves of the Health
Care Access Panel are pooled for the analysis (see Potthoff et al., 2004 and section 3.2 for
further descriptions of the data).
2I would like to acknowledge that Werner Maier kindly provided me the within-domain rankings and the theory-
based Index of Multiple Deprivation ready for use.
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Of the 117,167 individuals (48,574 households) included in the pooled sample, 75,122
individuals (29,421 households) participated in 2002 and 60,555 individuals (28,828 house-
holds) in 2006. 18,510 individuals (8,718 households) participated in both surveys. 28,390
individuals younger than 20 were excluded as chronic conditions rarely affect younger indi-
viduals and a meaningful interpretation of the body mass index is problematic for children
and adolescents. 1,176 observations had to be removed owing to missing data on income.3
Another 7,991 observations had to be dropped owing to unsuitable regional codes (Gemein-
dekennziffer). The sample for the empirical analysis eventually comprises 79,610 individuals
(41,767 females and 37,843 males) in 43,652 households.
The modified OECD equivalence scale is applied to compute net equivalent household in-
come as a measure of socioeconomic status in terms of income-related health inequalities. The
first health outcome is obesity defined as a body mass index (BMI) over 30 (see WHO, 2009).
The body mass index is computed as body weight in kg divided by the squared body height
in meters from self-reported anthropometric data. The second health outcome is hypertension
within the preceding twelve months and the third is diabetes mellitus. Note that the survey
does not allow a unique distinction between type one and type two diabetes. One may, how-
ever, consider type two diabetes as age related and influenceable through lifestyles and health
behavior (see Harati et al., 2010; Puska, 2010) and type one diabetes as mainly genetic and
thus likely to be equally distributed across socioeconomic groups. As in chapter 3, diabetes is
analyzed regardless of its type or insulin dependency.
3Up to this point, data preparation and the resulting sample are exactly the same as in chapter 3.
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5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Building the Index of Multiple Deprivation
The Index of Multiple Deprivation has been developed to rank communities or administrative
areas by a set of weighted deprivation domains. The domains included in such an index have
to be relevant in the context of deprivation and suitable indicator variables for each domain
must be available (Noble et al., 2006). Such indicators must be
“(1) ‘domain specific’ and appropriate for the purpose (as direct as possible mea-
sures for that form of deprivation), (2) measuring major features of that depriva-
tion (not conditions just experienced by a very small number of people or areas),
(3) up-to-date, (4) capable of being updated on a regular basis, (5) statistically
robust, and (6) available for the whole of the country in question at a small-area
level in a consistent form” (Noble et al., 2006, p. 176).
Based on these requirements, Maier et al. (2011) define seven domains for the Bavarian and the
German Index of Multiple Deprivation. The variables and domains included in the Bavarian
Index of Multiple Deprivation are listed in table 5.1. The German Index of Multiple Depriva-
tion is computed similarly here; with one exception, though. The crime rates included in the
security domain for the Bavarian index are not included in the German Index of Multiple De-
privation.4 The indicator variables are standardized using the z-score transformation. Noble
et al. (2006) propose to perform a maximum likelihood factor analysis to combine the chosen
indicators to univariate domains. However, as the maximum number of indicators per domain
is two, techniques such as factor analyses would not contribute to the present analysis. Maier
et al. (2011) argue that such techniques are only required when combining at least three indi-
cators into one domain. Where only one single indicator is included, this variable is the only
factor and therefore the main factor. Where two indicators are combined to one domain, it is
4Crime rates at the community level for overall Germany are currently not available for the computation.
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Table 5.1: Domains of the German Index of Multiple Deprivation
weights from
factor
domain indicators theory analysis
personal income total income per tax payer 25% 39.51%
employment unemployment rate per employable
population (age 15 - 65)
25% 39.68%
education rate of unskilled workers per employees
s.t. social insurance contributions
15% –15.37%
communal income communal gross revenues surplus/shortfall
and debts per citizen
15% 7.76%
social capital migration rates (communal level) and
voter participation
10% 32.19%
environment share of sealed surface (commercial,
industrial and traffic)
5% –4.10%
personal security average number of traffic accidents per citizen
crime rates per citizena
5% 0.33%
Source (excluding the right column): Maier et al. (2011, table 3). The left column shows the
seven domains included in Maier et al.’s Index of Multiple Deprivation. The center column
lists the indicators included in each domain. The two right hand columns present the theory-
based weights proposed by Maier et al. (2011) and weights obtained through factor analysis
performed on the 2002 and 2006 sample from the Health Care Access Panel. a) Note that
the crime rates are only included in the Bavarian index because they were not available at the
community level for overall Germany when the German Index of Multiple Deprivation used
in the present analysis was generated.
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technically impossible to identify a main factor. Both variables would be equally weighted
because algorithms such as principal component or factor analysis would consider them as
equipollent.
The domain variables computed in the previous step are then used to rank communities in
ascending order by deprivation. These rankings could be used as domain deprivation indices
for domain-specific analyses. One who is interested in an Index of Multiple Deprivation,
however, now needs to combine the domains into one index. This requires a judgment to what
extent more deprivation in one domain may be compensated by less deprivation in another
domain. It has been argued that z-score transformation and untransformed rankings within
domains may both lead to such cancellations (Noble et al., 2006). Maier et al. (2011) follow
Noble et al. (2006) who argue that exponential transformation of the domain ranks may tackle
this problem. Denoting ρ as the communal rank within a domain, the best-off commune has
ρ = 1/n (least deprived) and the worst-off has ρ = 1 (most deprived). The transformed within-
domain rank is then
D =−δ ln
{
1−ρ
(
1− exp
{
−100
23
})}
. (5.1)
Noble et al. (2006) and Maier et al. (2011) both advise to choose the factor δ = 23. They
point out that this choice is fully arbitrary but has the advantage that all domain variables D
are transformed to a (0;100) scale, where only the most deprived decile obtains values larger
than 50.
The separate domains then have to be combined to a single Index of Multiple Deprivation.
Note that it is impossible to do this without deciding on a weighting scheme; even simply sum-
ming up the domains would correspond to arbitrarily chosen equal weights. Weights should be
carefully chosen, though; for example based on theories derived from the literature or on em-
pirical methods. An alternative may be a somewhat arbitrary weighting scheme with respect
to policy relevance. Either way, the weighting scheme will have considerable impact on the
final index and researchers should be aware of the implications of whatever weighting scheme
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they choose (see Noble et al., 2006, who discuss this in detail). The weighting scheme for the
British indices has been derived from the literature and put a focus on income and employment
(see Noble et al., 2006). Maier et al. (2011) adopt the British scheme and similarly assign the
highest weights to these two domains. The lowest weights are assigned to the environment
and security domains. The weights are presented in table 5.1.
Noble et al. (2006) mention that empirically driven weighting schemes obtained through
factor analysis may be an alternative to the above described theory-based approach. To avoid
cancellation effects, this chapter uses the domain scores D obtained from equation (5.1) to
obtain empirically justified weights through factor analysis. For each domain, D is z-score
transformed to facilitate identification of a main factor through maximum likelihood estima-
tion techniques. The weights obtained from this empirically driven approach are given the
right column in table 5.1.
5.3.2 Measuring inequality
Age-specific and community deprivation-specific income-related health inequalities, as well
as age-specific community deprivation-related health inequalities, are measured using the
semiparametric extension of the concentration index introduced in chapter 2. The index was
derived from the well-known concentration index C which has become a common technique
to measure socioeconomic gradients in health (see e.g. Wagstaff et al., 1991; Wagstaff and
van Doorslaer, 2000; van Doorslaer et al., 2000; Kakwani et al., 1997). C stems from the
concentration curve where the cumulative share of some health variable y is plotted against
the cumulative share of the population ranked by socioeconomic status. The curve lies be-
low (above) the line of equality (45° line), if y concentrates among the better-off (worse-off).
Measuring twice the area between the concentration curve and the 45° line, C is bound in the
(−1;1) interval and becomes positive (negative), if the concentration curve lies below (above)
the line of equality. Where no inequality is observed, i.e. all individuals have the same level
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of y regardless of their socioeconomic status, the concentration curve is exactly the line of
equality and C is zero. Konings et al. (2010) and O’Donnell et al. (2008) provide intuitive
introductions to the concept of concentration curves and indices.
The estimation of homogeneous (overall-sample) concentration indices has been discussed
elaborately elsewhere (see e.g. van Doorslaer et al., 1997, 2004; van Doorslaer and Koolman,
2004; Kakwani et al., 1997; Konings et al., 2010; O’Donnell et al., 2008; Wagstaff et al., 1991;
Wagstaff and van Doorslaer, 2000; Wagstaff et al., 2003, to mention a few). The present chap-
ter applies the varying inequality index introduced in chapter 2. To obtain the concentration
index as a function of some other parameter z ∈ Z ⊂ R, the convenient regression approach
(Kakwani et al., 1997; Wagstaff et al., 2003; Wildman, 2003) is combined with the varying co-
efficient model (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993; Li et al., 2002). The formula for the convenient
regression is
2σ
2
r (z)
µ(z)
y = β0(z)+β1(z)r(z)+ ε, (5.2)
where C(z) = β1(z) with z ∈ Z and µ(z) is the z-specific mean of y. C(z) and µ(z) can both be
obtained through nonparametric regression. The fractional rank has to be computed locally as
ri(z) =
i
∑
j=1
khz
(
u j
)− khz (ui)
2
, (5.3)
where z ∈ Z and ui = zi− z. Individuals i must be sorted in ascending order by socioeconomic
status and khz(ui) = Khz(ui)
[
∑nj1 Khz(u j)
]−1
are the kernel weights with ∑ni=1 khz(ui) = 1 and
n being the number of observations. Computing the rank variable locally using equation (5.3)
assures that the locally computed mean and variance of the local rank variable are (asymptot-
ically) 1/2 and 1/12, respectively, for any given z ∈ Z (see also chapter 2). The varying concen-
tration index is estimated using a Nadaraya-Watson estimator with a quartic kernel function.
The kernel function assigns higher weights to observations closer to z, lower weights to ob-
servations further away from z and zero weights if an observation is outside the bandwidth hz.
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The local bandwidth parameter hz is chosen inversely to the local density fz to find an opti-
mal balance between bias and uncertainty. Where z denotes age, the bandwidth is chosen as
hz = 1.06 σˆzn−0.2 ˆf−0.3z with ˆfz being the empirical density at a given z ∈ Z and σˆz the standard
error of z obtained from the data (see chapter 2). Where z is the communal deprivation rank,
it has been found that choosing the bandwidth as hz = 1.06 σˆzn−0.1 ˆf−0.3z performs well.
As the bounds of the concentration index for binary variables depend inversely on the
mean, comparisons particularly across age groups may lead to misleading results. For the
age-specific analyses, the varying concentration index is therefore corrected using Wagstaff’s
(2005) formula such that W (z) = C(z)/(1−µ(z)); see section 2.2.3 for details. Pointwise
confidence intervals are reported using the variance approximation described in sections 2.2.4
and 2.2.5.
5.3.3 Testing rank sensitivity
Wagstaff and Watanabe (2003) derive a straightforward method to compute and statistically
test the differences between concentration indices based on different socioeconomic status
variables (for further descriptions and applications see also Lindelow, 2006; O’Donnell et al.,
2008).
Let two different socioeconomic status variables yield two different vectors of fractional
ranks, r1 and r2. The homogeneous concentration index using the first ranking variable r1 is
C1 =
2
nµ
n
∑
i=1
yir1i−1, (5.4)
C2 is computed analogously. Wagstaff and Watanabe (2003) have shown that the difference
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between both concentration indices can be written as
∆C =C2−C1 = 2
nµ
n
∑
i=1
yir2i−1−
[
2
nµ
n
∑
i=1
yir1i−1
]
=
2
nµ
n
∑
i=1
yi(r2i− r1i)
=
2
nµ
n
∑
i=1
yi∆ri, (5.5)
where ∆ri = r2 − r1 is individual i’s change of the fractional rank. Wagstaff and Watanabe
(2003) and Lindelow (2006) have shown that ∆C can be computed via the convenient regres-
sion approach,
2σ2∆r
µ
y = β0 +β1∆r+ ε, (5.6)
where σ2∆r is the variance of ∆r. The advantage of this straightforward method is that one may
compute the standard error σ∆C for ∆C = β1 using equation (5.6) (Lindelow, 2006; O’Donnell
et al., 2008; Wagstaff and Watanabe, 2003). The sample variability of µ is taken into account
here following Wagstaff and Watanabe (2003) and O’Donnell et al. (2008), respectively.
Wagstaff and Watanabe (2003) stress that ∆C = 0 does not necessarily imply that socio-
economic ranks do not differ between two socioeconomic status variables, i.e. that ∆ri = 0 for
all i. By measuring the covariance between the change of the rank variable, however, it would
indicate that the health variable does not vary with ∆r. In other words, it shows to what extent
the decision how to measure socioeconomic status influences the measured inequality.
5.3.4 Indirect standardization
Figure 5.1 demonstrates that health status is strongly related to age.5 The oldest have the
highest prevalence rates but, on average, the lowest incomes. This is unproblematic when per-
5The unstandardized age-specific prevalences in figure 5.1 look somewhat similar to those in figure 3.1. The
7,991 observations dropped owing to unsuitable regional codes apparently have not caused considerable
changes in the age-specific prevalences compared to the sample used in chapter 3.
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forming age-specific analyses. In other cases, however, one has to account for the age-specific
distribution of the outcome variables. For the community deprivation-specific analyses here,
neglecting the above mentioned age dependency of health and income may evoke the so-called
student or pension effects (see Islam et al., 2010, and section 3.5). The pension effect describes
that older people after retirement have worse health outcomes and lower incomes compared
with younger individuals in their working lifes which may cause an artificial concentration of
bad health among the poor. In contrast, the student effect describes that young individuals in
the beginning of their working lifes are, on average, healthy but have low incomes. This may
cause an underestimation of health disadvantages among the worse-off.
A common approach to tackle this problem is to statistically remove the purely age-related
health effects by means of indirect standardization (van Doorslaer et al., 2000; O’Donnell
et al., 2008; Wagstaff and van Doorslaer, 2000). The procedure is as follows: Let x be the
matrix of demographic indicators to be used for standardization (age groups here) and the
predicted risk at a given x be yˆ = Pr(y = 1|x). The formula for the indirect standardization is
then
y∗i = yi− (yˆi− µ˜) , (5.7)
where y∗i is the x-standardized health variable for the i-th individual (O’Donnell et al., 2008).
The mean µ˜ of the age predicted health variable yˆ is included to assure that the overall sam-
ple mean of the standardized variable equals the overall sample mean of the unstandardized
variable, µ∗ = µ. Note that O’Donnell et al. (2008) present the formula using µ in place of µ˜
such that y∗i = yi− (yˆi−µ). Numerically, however, µ = µ˜ does not necessarily hold where yˆi
is obtained through nonlinear regression.
For the present analysis, data were stratified by sex and individuals were then grouped by
age into five year intervals, each indicated by a dummy variable. The age-predicted risks of
obesity, hypertension and diabetes were obtained through logistic regression using maximum
likelihood estimation. The age-standardized prevalences were then computed using equation
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Figure 5.1: Age-specific and standardized prevalences (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific (left) and age-standardized (right) prevalences of obesity (top), hypertension
(middle) and diabetes (bottom) for the male (solid lines) and female (dashed lines) samples
from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel.
(5.7).
The unstandardized and the standardized age-specific prevalences are presented in figure
5.1. While the observed age-specific prevalences in the left column vary with age (similar
results were found in figure 3.1), the standardized prevalences are almost constant across all
age groups. The latter will be used in this chapter wherever overall-sample or community
deprivation-specific statistics are computed. The unstandardized values will be used for all
age-specific analyses.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Comparing the two community deprivation indices
Comparing the weighting schemes for the theory-based and the factor analysis based Indices
of Multiple Deprivation in table 5.1, one may agree that the two approaches produce con-
siderably different results. Both approaches highlight individual income and unemployment
rates, however, the results from factor analysis are much more focused on these two domains.6
Both together account for approximately 79.2 percent in the weighting scheme derived from
factor analysis while accounting for only 50 percent in the weighting scheme derived from
the literature. Further, the proportion of the social capital domain is 30.2 percent in the fac-
tor analysis based weighting scheme while theory suggests a weight of only 10 percent. One
may consider the higher weight for the social capital domain to be plausible as high migration
rates and low voter participation may be consequences of lacking opportunities and sustained
dissatisfaction with an area or commune. In contrast to the theory-based approach, the factor
analysis based index does not consider higher rates of unskilled workers as deprivation. By
assigning a negative weight to this domain, the index indicates the opposite: Unskilled work-
ers are more likely to be employed in areas with higher incomes, higher voter participation,
lower unemployment rates and less emigration (and vice versa). According to the theory-
based approach, communal revenues are among the more important domains, however, factor
analysis assigns approximately half the weight (7.8 percent). Both approaches give the lowest
(absolute) weight to personal security.
Despite the different weighting schemes, the rank correlation coefficients in table 5.2 sug-
gest a high correlation between the theory-based and the factor analysis based deprivation
indices. Although education has a comparably high weight in the weighting scheme derived
from theory, the corresponding rank correlation coefficient of 0.0368 is comparably low. The
6Principal component analysis using Spearman’s rank correlation matrix yields a similar index. Its correlation
coefficient with the factor analysis based index is 0.9874; the corresponding rank correlation coefficient is
0.9738.
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Table 5.2: Correlation matrix of overall deprivation ranks (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Index of domain deprivation rank by
Multiple Deprivation
theory factor communal social
based analysis income employment education revenue capital environment
factor analysis 0.7983
deprivation domain
income 0.6440 0.8856
employment 0.7979 0.9124 0.6714
education 0.0368 –0.3219 –0.2524 –0.3341
comm. revenue 0.6238 0.3221 0.2246 0.3237 –0.0339
social capital 0.5922 0.6539 0.5556 0.5130 0.0235 0.1141
environment 0.2650 0.0486 –0.1936 0.2732 0.1395 0.0863 –0.795
security 0.0975 0.0242 –0.0561 0.0732 0.0865 –0.0826 0.0975 0.2199
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for the multiple and single domain deprivation ranks from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care
Access Panel. All rank correlation coefficients are highly significant (p-values < 0.001).
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low coefficients of deprivation in terms of environment (0.0486) and security (0.0242) with
the factor analysis based deprivation index reflect their low absolute weights. As prefigured
by the weighting schemes derived from factor analysis in table 5.1, the deprivation rank in the
education domain is negatively correlated with the ranks in the per capita income, employ-
ment and communal revenue domains. Somewhat surprisingly, only education is negatively
correlated with the factor analysis based index despite the negative weight also assigned to
the environment domain. The negative correlation between per capita income deprivation and
environmental deprivation likely reflects higher average incomes in urban compared with rural
areas. Similarly, the negative correlation between the environment and social capital domain
ranks indicates migration flows towards more urbanized (higher income) areas. These inter-
pretations are confirmed by the rank correlation between community population size and the
deprivation ranks in the income domain (negative sign), environment domain (positive sign)
and social capital domains (negative sign) observed in the data.
5.4.2 Overall-sample estimates and rank sensitivity
Before presenting the results for deprivation-related inequalities, it should be emphasized that
higher deprivation ranks often represent worse-off communes in the literature. To retain com-
parability of the results with the other chapters, however, all Gini and concentration indices
(both varying and homogeneous) are computed using deprivation in descending order: simi-
lar to the computation of income-related concentration indices where a higher rank indicates
a better-off household, higher ranks for deprivation-related inequalities represent better-off
communes.
The results in table 5.3 suggest that mean income is higher in the male than in the female
sample. For both sexes, the average income is similar to that in table 3.1. The income-related
concentration indices are all highly significant. The Gini-index for income is similar to that in
table 3.1 and roughly corresponds to the estimates from the 2005 and 2009 microcensus data
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Table 5.3: Rank sensitivity: household income and Index of Multiple Deprivation derived
from the literature (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Index of Mul-
preva- individual income tiple Deprivationa sensitivity
lence C σC C σC ∆C σ∆C
male n = 37,843
income 1,463.51b 0.2996c∗ 0.0018 0.0408∗ 0.0020 –0.2588∗ 0.0020
obesity 14.98% –0.0592∗ 0.0069 –0.0347∗ 0.0071 0.0245∗ 0.0094
hypertension 19.76% –0.0238∗ 0.0056 –0.0267∗ 0.0056 0.0029 0.0074
diabetes 5.71% -0.0858∗ 0.0118 –0.0503∗ 0.0117 0.0355† 0.0153
female n = 41,767
income 1,396.60b 0.2969c∗ 0.0017 0.0411∗ 0.0018 –0.2558∗ 0.0019
obesity 16.12% –0.1209∗ 0.0062 –0.0395∗ 0.0064 0814∗ 0.0084
hypertension 17.89% –0.0675∗ 0.0055 –0.0366∗ 0.0056 0.0309∗ 0.0074
diabetes 4.05% –0.1550∗ 0.0133 –0.0597∗ 0.0135 0.0953∗ 0.0177
Means and concentration indices of income and age-standardized health variables from the
2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. †) significant at the 95 percent level; ∗) significant
at the 99 percent level. a) Index of Multiple Deprivation derived from the literature (Maier
et al., 2011). b) Mean of net equivalent household income; c) Gini index of net equivalent
household income
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(see section 2.4 and table 4.1, respectively). Alike the results for income-related inequalities,
the concentration indices with respect to the Indices of Multiple Deprivation are all highly
significant. The deprivation-related concentration of income is considerably lower than the
Gini index of income for both sexes. While the income-related concentration indices differ
significantly between the male and female samples, the deprivation-related estimates in table
5.3 do not. In summary, males exhibit weaker income-related concentration of diseases among
the worse-off than females while no gender-specific differences are found for inequalities with
respect to the Index of Multiple Deprivation based on weights derived from the literature.
The right two columns in table 5.3 demonstrate that the estimates for the concentration in-
dices change considerably when using community deprivation in place of equivalent income.
These changes are highly statistically significant (p < 0.01) for income, obesity and hyper-
tension in the female sample. In the male sample, differences are significant at the 99 percent
level for income and at the 95 percent level for obesity and diabetes. To summarize, the results
indicate that the rank sensitivity seems more pronounced in the female than in the male sample
for the diseases and vice versa for income inequality.
Table 5.4 presents the inequalities of income and the health outcomes with respect to the
theory-based and the factor analysis based deprivation indices. All concentration indices com-
puted on the basis of the deprivation index weighted by factor analysis are highly signifi-
cant. Assuming that communal per capita income is to some extent correlated with equiva-
lent household income, one may agree that the higher community deprivation-related income
inequality observed when using the index derived from the factor analysis based weighting
scheme likely stems from the higher emphasis put on income deprivation here. In line with
these results, the concentration of hypertension and diabetes in more deprived communes is
significantly stronger when using the factor analysis based deprivation index. Sex specific
differences in the factor analysis based deprivation-related concentration are significant only
for hypertension.
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Table 5.4: Rank sensitivity, Indices of Multiple Deprivation with theory and factor analysis
based weighting (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Index of Multiple Deprivation
weights from weights from
the literature factor analysis sensitivity
C σC C σC ∆C σ∆C
male n = 37 843
income 0.0408∗ 0.0020 0.0632∗ 0.0018 0.0224∗ 0.0012
obesity –0.0347∗ 0.0071 –0.0362∗ 0.0070 –0.0015 0.0044
hypertension –0.0267∗ 0.0056 –0.0334∗ 0.0056 –0.0068 0.0035
diabetes –0.0503∗ 0.0117 –0.0632∗ 0.0121 –0.0129 0.0076
female n = 41 767
income 0.0411∗ 0.0018 0.0612∗ 0.0017 0.0202∗ 0.0011
obesity –0.0395∗ 0.0064 –0.0454∗ 0.0064 –0.0059 0.0041
hypertension –0.0366∗ 0.0056 –0.0503∗ 0.0057 –0.0138∗ 0.0036
diabetes –0.0597∗ 0.0135 –0.0798∗ 0.0137 –0.0200† 0.0086
Comparison of concentration indices using the weights derived from the literature and from
factor analysis (see table 5.1 and Maier et al., 2011), 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel
†) significant at the 95 percent level; ∗)significant at the 99 percent level.
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Figure 5.2: Age-specific inequality of obesity, index from theory (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific deprivation-related inequality (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) of obesity for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2002 and
2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from the literature.
5.4.3 Age-specific variations
The rank sensitivity tests in table 5.3 demonstrate that the results based on multiple depri-
vation and on income differ significantly (excluding hypertension in the male sample). One
may now be interested in the age-specific variations in community deprivation-related health
inequalities in comparison with the income-related health inequalities analyzed in chapter 3.
Figure 5.2 indicates significant age-specific inequalities for no age group for the depriva-
tion index computed from theory-based weights. Relevant variations in deprivation-related
inequalities across age groups are not observed. Comparing this with the results in figure 3.3,
it is found that the age-specific concentration of obesity is much weaker in deprived com-
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Figure 5.3: Age-specific inequality of obesity, deprivation index from factor analysis (pooled
sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific deprivation-related inequality (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) of obesity for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2002 and
2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from factor analysis.
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Figure 5.4: Age-specific inequality of hypertension, deprivation index from theory (pooled
sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific deprivation-related inequality (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) of hypertension for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the
2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from the literature.
munes than in lower income households. This is indicated by the lower absolute (i.e. less
negative) results in figure 5.2. While the concentration of obesity among women in lower
income households is statistically significant for those between 28 and 70, this only holds for
the age-specific community deprivation-related inequality for the 50 years old women. Taking
the results in figure 5.3 into account, one may agree that inequalities observed when using
the weights derived from factor analysis as a basis are more similar to the results obtained
from individual income. The shift towards a stronger health gradient observed for the female
sample in figure 3.3 is, although somewhat moderated, also observed in figure 5.3.
Regarding the results for hypertension in figure 5.4, no age-specific community deprivation-
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Figure 5.5: Age-specific inequality of hypertension, deprivation index from factor analysis
(pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific deprivation-related inequality (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) of hypertension for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the
2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from factor analysis.
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related inequalities are observed for the male sample when using the theory-based weighting
scheme. Inequalities do not change considerably across age groups but are significant for
the 43 to 51 years old females. Similar to the results for obesity, the observed age-specific
inequalities are weaker when using community deprivation in place of household income.
Note that, in contrast to the results in figure 5.4, the income-related inequalities in figure 3.4
are statistically significant for females approximately between ages 50 and 70. The results
from the factor analysis based deprivation index in figure 5.5 are somewhat more similar to
the income-related inequalities in figure 3.4 than those from figure 5.4. As already observed
for obesity in figure 5.3, the index for hypertension in figure 5.5 yields significance in older
age groups compared with the index for income-related inequalities in hypertension in figure
3.4.
Similar to the results found for obesity and hypertension, the estimates for diabetes in fig-
ure 5.6 suggest weaker health gradients when using theory-based deprivation ranks compared
with the income-related health gradients in figure 3.5. While age-specific income-related in-
equalities are significant in the female sample for the 50 to 60 years old, no statistically signifi-
cant estimates are found for community deprivation-related inequalities using the theory-based
weighting scheme. This changes somewhat when using the factor analysis based weighting
scheme. Figure 5.7 yields significant age-specific community deprivation-related inequalities
for males around age 50 and females between ages 60 and 70. The results for the female sam-
ple yield, again, significant results in an older age group for the deprivation-related inequality
compared with the income-related inequality.
5.4.4 Community deprivation-specific income-related inequalities
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 have shown that health gradients to the detriment of the socioeconomically
deprived can be observed regardless of whether one uses net equivalent household income or
community deprivation. Table 5.4 suggests that the results for the two Indices of Multiple
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Figure 5.6: Age-specific inequality of diabetes, deprivation index from theory (pooled sample
2002, 2006)
Age-specific deprivation-related inequality (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) of diabetes for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2002
and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from the literature.
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Figure 5.7: Age-specific inequality of diabetes, deprivation index from factor analysis (pooled
sample 2002, 2006)
Age-specific deprivation-related inequality (solid lines) with 95 percent confidence intervals
(dashed lines) of diabetes for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples from the 2002
and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from factor analysis.
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Figure 5.8: Deprivation-specific descriptive figure, deprivation index from theory (pooled
sample 2002, 2006)
Empirical density (upper left) and deprivation-specific (age-standardized) prevalences of obe-
sity (upper right), hypertension (bottom left) and diabetes (bottom right) for the male (solid
lines) and female (dashed lines) samples from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel.
Deprivation index derived from the literature.
Deprivation are fairly similar at least in the male sample. The following figures demonstrate
how income inequalities and income-related health inequalities vary with the communes’ so-
cioeconomic status.
The kernel density estimates in the upper left graphs of figures 5.8 and 5.9, respectively,
show three noteworthy peaks in the better-off two quintiles and one in the worst-off quintile.
The worst-off peak around 0.16 (theory-based, 0.22 factor analysis based) represents Berlin,
Germany’s largest city. A second peak is found around 0.61 (0.6 factor analysis based) which
corresponds to Hamburg. The third peak found at a rank of approximately 0.64 (0.63 factor
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Figure 5.9: Deprivation-specific descriptive figure, deprivation index from factor analysis
(pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Empirical density (upper left) and deprivation-specific (age-standardized) prevalences of obe-
sity (upper right), hypertension (bottom left) and diabetes (bottom right) for the male (solid
lines) and female (dashed lines) samples from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel.
Deprivation index derived from factor analysis.
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analysis based) is the administrative area of Darmstadt. The best-off peak around 0.85 (0.89
factor analysis based) can be associated to the administrative area of Munich.
The results for obesity, hypertension and diabetes in figures 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate the re-
sults from tables 5.3 and 5.4. The age-standardized deprivation-specific estimates vary around
their homogeneous counterparts shown in table 5.3. The patterns of the prevalence rates’
deprivation-specific variations correspond to the significant health gradients to the detriment
of deprived communes identified in table 5.4.7 This is confirmed in the figures where higher
community ranks (indicating less deprivation) are associated with lower prevalence rates. One
may further note that the deprivation-specific variations of the prevalence rates are consid-
erably lower than the age-specific variations demonstrated in figure 5.1. The comparably
low variations are considered as negligible here and the prevalence correction applied to the
unstandardized prevalences in previous chapters (see chapters 2, 3 and 4 as well as section
5.4.3 in this chapter) is omitted in this section. This seems justified as the correction factor
1/(1−µ(z)) from Wagstaff’s correction formula (see equation 2.6 and section 5.3) would vary
only marginally between different community ranks.
The distribution of mean net equivalent household income across deprivation ranks in fig-
ures 5.10 and 5.11 demonstrates that households in better-off communes have, on average,
higher net equivalent incomes. This is consistent with the community deprivation-related con-
centration indices of income in table 5.4 and may also be explained by the comparably high
weights assigned to per capita income in the theory-based and factor analysis based depriva-
tion indices. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 also suggest that income inequality is somewhat higher
in the better-off communes compared with the worse-off. This variation of the estimated
deprivation-specific income inequalities is, however, only marginal and not statistically sig-
nificant. The deprivation-specific estimates for both, mean net equivalent household income
and income inequality, vary around their homogeneous counterparts shown in table 5.3.
7Note that the results for the theory-based weighting scheme index were also presented in table 5.3 but are
identical to the left column of table 5.4.
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Figure 5.10: Deprivation-specific income and Gini indices, deprivation index from theory
(pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Deprivation-specific income (left) and income inequality (right) for the male (upper) and fe-
male (bottom) samples from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index
derived from the literature.
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Figure 5.11: Deprivation-specific income and Gini indices, deprivation index from factor anal-
ysis (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Deprivation-specific income (left) and income inequality (right) for the male (upper) and fe-
male (bottom) samples from the 2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index
derived from factor analysis.
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Figure 5.12: Deprivation-specific inequality of obesity, deprivation index from theory (pooled
sample 2002, 2006)
Deprivation-specific income-related inequality (solid lines) of obesity with 95 percent confi-
dence intervals (dashed lines) for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples of the 2002
and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from the literature.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate the estimates for the deprivation-specific income-related in-
equalities in obesity. The estimated index for the male sample in figure 5.12 approximately
equals zero for the worst-off five percent and varies around its homogeneous counterpart
(−0.0592) from table 5.3. For the female sample, the index is significant for all deprivation
ranks and, alike the index for the male sample, varies around its homogeneous counterpart
in table 5.3 (i.e. −0.1209). The results for the factor analysis based weighting scheme are
similar to those for the theory-based weighting scheme.
The results for deprivation-specific income-related inequalities in hypertension are shown in
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Figure 5.13: Deprivation-specific inequality of obesity, deprivation index from factor analysis
(pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Deprivation-specific income-related inequality (solid lines) of obesity with 95 percent confi-
dence intervals (dashed lines) for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples of the 2002
and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from factor analysis.
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Figure 5.14: Deprivation-specific inequality of hypertension, deprivation index from theory
(pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Deprivation-specific income-related inequality (solid lines) of hypertension with 95 percent
confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples of the
2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from the literature.
figures 5.14 and 5.15. Similar to the results for obesity, the deprivation-specific estimates vary
around their homogeneous counterparts. As noted before with respect the results for obesity,
no considerable variations of the deprivation-specific inequalities are found for hypertension
in both, the male and female samples.
The results for diabetes in figures 5.16 and 5.17 vary, similarly to the above described results
for obesity and hypertension, around their homogeneous counterparts from table 5.3. The
results suggest a slightly weaker inequality among the better-off 50 percent and particularly
among the best-off communes. One may, however, agree that the decrease in inequality is
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Figure 5.15: Deprivation-specific inequality of hypertension, deprivation index from factor
analysis (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Deprivation-specific income-related inequality (solid lines) of hypertension with 95 percent
confidence intervals (dashed lines) for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples of the
2002 and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from factor analysis.
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Figure 5.16: Deprivation-specific inequality of diabetes, deprivation index from theory
(pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Deprivation-specific income-related inequality (solid lines) of diabetes with 95 percent confi-
dence intervals (dashed lines) for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples of the 2002
and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from the literature.
only marginal and may not be considered as a significant result.
5.5 Discussion
The present chapter applied the Index of Multiple Deprivation which was adapted for Bavaria
by Maier et al. (2011) and recently extended to a Germany-wide index. In addition to the
theory-based weighting scheme applied by Maier et al. (2011), this chapter also applied a
factor analysis based weighting scheme. Although the weights from these two approaches
differ to some extent, the results are fairly similar. Both indices are highly correlated and
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Figure 5.17: Deprivation-specific inequality of diabetes, deprivation index from factor analy-
sis (pooled sample 2002, 2006)
Deprivation-specific income-related inequality (solid lines) of diabetes with 95 percent confi-
dence intervals (dashed lines) for the male (upper) and female (bottom) samples of the 2002
and 2006 Health Care Access Panel. Deprivation index derived from factor analysis.
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inequalities with respect to either of them have been found to differ only marginally. The rank
sensitivity tests in table 5.4 suggest that changing the weighting scheme significantly changes
the results for income for both sexes; as well as for hypertension and diabetes in the female
sample.
Applying the varying inequality index introduced in chapter 2 has shown that the results
for age-specific community deprivation-related inequalities are similar to those found when
using net equivalent household income. The results for the community deprivation-specific
variations of income-related health inequalities suggest no significant variations between de-
privation ranks. The estimated inequalities are similar to their homogeneous counterparts indi-
cating that the income-related health gradients do not vary with respect to relative community
deprivation.
When analyzing the different weighting schemes in table 5.1, one may have noted that the
theory-based weighting scheme proposed by Maier et al. (2011) and the weighting scheme ob-
tained through factor analysis differ considerably in some points. What has been defined and
considered as environmental deprivation by Maier et al. (2011) enters the Index of Multiple
Deprivation as an advantage when applying the empirically driven weighting scheme. A pos-
sible explanation may be that the indicators assigned to the environmental deprivation domain
may actually measure the degree of urbanization. While urbanized areas have environmen-
tal disadvantages compared with more rural areas, they may be considerably advantaged in
other domains, particularly income and employment. A similar issue is observed concerning
the education domain. Higher deprivation according to the theory-based weighting scheme is
considered as an advantage by the factor analysis approach. Higher rates of unskilled workers
may indicate a higher demand in the labor market and hence better opportunities particularly
for unskilled persons in search of work. The education domain defined in Maier et al. (2011)
may therefore alternatively be considered as an indicator of labor market advantages instead
of being considered as an indicator of educational deprivation.
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For the comparisons of income with the Indices of Multiple Deprivation (regardless of the
underlying weighting scheme), one should note that communal income deprivation and net
equivalent household income are not fully independent. Although the deprivation indices
were not computed from the Health Care Access Panel, household incomes are still included
in the indices as they are part of the average per tax payer income used as income domain (see
table 5.1).
As already discussed in chapter 3 for self-reported data on specific diseases, one may argue
that these would have to be diagnosed by a physician. As a consequence, one could expect
reporting biases where distinct inequalities in health care utilization are observed. However,
approximately 90 percent of the German population contact a physician within a year and
Germany is known for its equitable access to health care (see e.g. van Doorslaer et al., 2004,
2006). Biases owing to inequalities in health care utilization hence seem rather unlikely. The
potential of biases arising from social distances between physicians and less educated or lower
income patients, however, remains. Considering the results found in Kelly-Irving et al. (2011),
one may speculate that this would most likely lead to an underestimation of the concentration
among the worse-off. Concerning the results for obesity, it should be mentioned that self-
reported anthropometric data may involve some measurement or reporting errors which are
again likely to lead to an underestimation of the prevalence of obesity.
When comparing socioeconomic gradients between age groups, using cross sectional data
involves some further limitations. Some argue that variations in age-specific health inequal-
ities, particularly leveling in older age groups, may be an artificial result owing to mortality
selection (Dupre, 2007; Prus, 2004). It has been shown that this needs not necessarily be
true for self reported health (Beckett, 2000), though. The age-specific mortality rates did not
exceed 0.5 (1) percent for women younger than 60 (65) and were about double for men in
the respective years in Germany (Human Mortality Database, 2012). The notion that the ob-
served variations in income-related inequalities in older age groups could be solely caused by
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mortality selection hence seems rather unlikely (see also section 3.5).
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